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Abstract

Addressing soil contamination inorganic metals and metalloids remains a critical task

for the continuing protection of human health globally. The dissolved concentrations

of contaminants are controlled by a wide range of biogeochemical processes including

oxidation and reduction by microbes, sorption to minerals and organic matter, and

complexation with ligands in solution. Depending on the contaminant of interest, the

importance of these different processes will widely vary, and the natural heteroge-

neity of soil systems all further frustrate modeling of contaminant transport. Recent

studies have demonstrated that soil conditions vary at scales as small as individual

soil pores, suggesting that the controls on contaminant transport also vary at that

scale. Understanding the impact these pore scale processes have is necessary to build

accurate conceptual models of contaminant fate. The work here explores these types

of microscale processes through three different projects.
The first project focuses on the sorption of radium, a naturally occurring radio-

active material, to different minerals. Surface complexation modeling of Ra was able

to replicate sorption experiments, but could not predict the impact of different solu-

tion conditions. The second project examines metal reduction via Fe (hyrd)oxides,
showing that bacteria may be able to form networks with semi-conducting Fe (hydr)-

oxides. This means bacteria can access electron acceptors without physical contact,
and will impact the cycling of redox sensitive metals at pore scales. The final project

was the development in a microfluidic device that could be used to directly visua-

lize biogeochemical processes at pore scales through x-ray fluorescence microprobe

spectroscopy. The three projects, though focused on different systems, each reveal

the importance of considering how microscale processes impact transport of contami-

nants.

Thesis Supervisor: Benjamin D. Kocar

Title: Visiting Professor
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Chapter 1

Importance of Microscale Processes

in Environmental Cycling of

Contaminants

Contamination of groundwater and soils with hazardous inorganic materials remains

a primary threat to human health globally. These hazards typically exist in the envi-

ronment naturally and pose minimal human health risk because human exposure is

unlikely, or the natural concentrations are at safe levels. Many anthropogenic activi-

ties, however, can result in release of materials containing high levels of contaminant

or concentrate these hazardous materials into waste streams that could then be rele-

ased into the environment, creating significant human health hazards. For example,

brines released during hydraulic fracturing, which typically is used to access natural

gas stored in shales deep in the subsurface, have high metal content and radioactivity

[9, 164, 185]. Improper handling and storage of these materials poses a significant

risk to local surface waters [70]. In another example, activities to process and mine

Uranium ore for use in nuclear energy and weapons development have resulted in a

legacy of contamination at a number of sites, including Hanford, WA and Rifle, CO,

which continues to threaten groundwaters to this very day [28, 44, 1381. Research on

the distribution and transport of U and other radioactive materials continues in order

to quantify their fate in these systems, as well as develop methods for remediating
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the contaminants [79, 117, 1661. As a last example, groundwaters in Southeast Asia

used for irrigation and drinking water have been shown to contain dangerously high

levels of As [15]. In these systems, As is naturally occurring, but irrigation activities

alter the biogeochemistry and hydrology of aquifers in a way that releases As [122].

A unique challenge associated with these inorganic contaminants is they cannot be

destroyed by degradation. Instead, treatment and remediation require that the con-

taminants be removed and distributed to safe levels by natural attenuation, or by

creation and disposal of highly concentrated waste streams.

There remains significant uncertainty in the dominant processes that constrain

the transport and distribution of these hazardous materials. In order to address the

risks these contaminants raise, one must be able to accurately predict their fate when

found in the environment, be it naturally occurring or anthropogenically sourced.

This, however, itself poses a significant challenge. Initial predictions of Uranium flus-

hing from the contaminated groundwater site at Hanford, WA incorrectly predicted

contaminated materials would naturally attenuate to safe levels within 10 years, yet

U remains at hazardous concentrations many years beyond that [1811. In the case of

As contamination in southeast Asia, development of an accurate conceptual model

of As release required coupling biogeochemical reactions and the anthropogenically

altered hydrology of the aquifers. Development of comprehensive plans to address

soil and groundwater contamination require a comprehensive model for predicting

the transport of these hazardous materials. Unfortunately, many obstacles lie in the

path of developing these models.

First, it is difficult to generalize the transport behavior observed for one conta-

minant to predict another, thus conceptual models of transport must identify the

most dominant processes controlling a given contaminant. Advection and diffusion

will typically drive movement of contaminants through aquifers, but there is large

variation in the processes controlling the solution concentrations. For some contami-

nants, redox conditions play the primary control. Many contaminants, however, have

opposing redox dependent availability and toxicity; as an example, reduced Cr is sig-

nificantly less toxic than oxidized Cr and forms a recalcitrant solid, while reduced As
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is highly mobile compared to oxidized As [45, 57, 123, 137]. Some contaminants, such

as Ba or Ra, are not sensitive to redox conditions [66]. Another important process is

sorption to mineral or organic solids, but again, trends in sorption vary even among

elements that are geochemically similar [32, 45, 49]. Lastly, some contaminants will

either directly precipitate with available ligands, or will be co-precipitated alongside

other elements, resulting in direct removal of these materials from solution [117, 184].

For the most part, there is well established understanding of the dominant processes

that control a given contaminant, but these are not the only factor.

The environments in which these contaminants are found also play a critical role

in their resultant transport. The physical heterogeneity of soil materials obfuscates

patterns of transport, even in relatively simple systems dominated only by advection

and diffusion, with natural scales ranging from nm to cm [143, 180]. The natural

variation of minerology also plays an important role on biogeochemical cycling. Dif-

ferent mineral phases, such as Fe (hydr)oxides, can exert varying control on redox

cycling and sorption of contaminants [11, 19, 20]. The natural mineralogy is also

sometimes the primary source of the contaminant, with the natural distribution of

the mineral playing the primary control on where the contaminant is localized, such

as the case of As or hydraulic fracturing [122, 164]. Soil microbes exert control on

the predominant redox state as well. Respiration of natural organic carbon consumes

ambient oxygen and leads to reducing conditions. The interplay of these different

heterogeneous features with the geochemistry of a given contaminant will define its

fate, making the prediction of contaminant transport in a specific system difficult.

A recent focus in improving models of contaminant transport is how processes

occurring at pore scales impact the larger scale transport of a given contaminant.

A classic example is that of metal reducing bacteria, which are drivers for metal

reduction in soils when they become oxygen limited. The range of the mechanisms

they use to access electron acceptors, including the release of electron shuttle and

nanowires, is at most a few millimeters, yet these same microbes define the redox

regimes that directly control contaminant fate [105, 114, 1221. In a more recent

example, studies of soil aggregates seeded with microbes and organic carbon as an
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electron donor have shown that anoxic microzones form in porous media [89, 108, 1271.

The formation of these microzones would create sharp gradients in redox that would

dramatically alter the retention of specific contaminants. This has also been observed

in predictions of U transport, in which micropores of a natural material were observed

to accumulate U precipitates, which would then slowly leach out over time [103, 111].

These examples highlight that the development of comprehensive conceptual and

computational models of contaminant transport therefore require further investigation

of the complex interplay of biogeochemistry and natural physiochemical heterogeneity

at pore relevant scales.

This thesis is broadly concerned with identifying microscale processes that impact

broader patterns of contaminant transport, and developing tools to study those pro-

cesses. To that end, this work consists of three projects. The first, chapter 2, is a

study of how mineralogy can impact the transport of Ra, a primary radioactive con-

taminant found in many natural groundwaters as well as hydraulic fracturing wastes

whose transport is typically controlled by sorption. The study here highlights key

differences in how Ra sorbs to a few common mineral phases, and uses classic sur-

face complexation modeling formulations to attempt to predict Ra transport under

varying solution/mineral conditions. Surface complexation is a fundamentally pore

scale process, but has significant implications for the retention and release of Ra

at larger scales. The second, chapter 3, is concerned with coupled redox interacti-

ons between Cr and metal reducing bacteria, as mediated by the semi-conductive

Fe (hydr)oxide, hematite. Here, the results of an electrochemical study show how

semi-conductive Fe (hydr)oxides potentially form redox active networks with metal

reducing bacteria, thereby increasing the range at which these bacteria can influ-

ence soil redox chemistry. The last chapter of this work, chapter 4, describes the

development and testing of a microfluidic device that can be used to directly study

biogeochemical processes as they occur at the pore scale. The key innovation here

was developing a device flexible enough to replicate natural biogeochemistry and pore

structures while still allowing for direct geochemical analysis using microprobe x-ray

fluorescence spectroscopy. While each of the projects here are not closely related
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in terms of the specific geochemical system considered, they all contribute to better

understanding the specific impacts of pore scale processes on contaminant transport.
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Chapter 2

Radium sorption to Fe (hydr)oxides,

Pyrite, and Sodium Montmorillonite:

Implications for Mobility

This chapter was an original research article published in Environmental Science &

Technology, and is reproduced here [32]. Minimal edits were made for consistency in

wording and formatting.

2.1 Introduction

Chronic ingestion and inhalation of radioactive materials, including radium (Ra) and

radon (Rd), represents an ongoing threat to human health worldwide [184]. Of these,

Ra is ubiquitous in soils, aquifers, and natural waters owing to the radioactive decay

of primordial 2 35U, 2 3 8 U, and 2 3 2Th, and often accounts for the dominant fraction of

total radiation found in groundwater. All isotopes of Ra are unstable, and four ( 223 Ra,
2 2 4Ra, 2 2 6Ra, and 228 Ra) possess half-lives sufficient to persist within environmental

systems and present a risk for human exposure (11.4d, 3.6d, 1600yr, and 5.75yr,

respectively). Moreover, 2 2 6Ra is the parent radionuclide of 2 22Rn; chronic inhalation

of 222 Rn increases risk of lung cancer [84]. Hence, geochemical controls on Ra mobility

are directly tied to the mobility and accumulation of Rn within soil-sedimentary
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systems.

Several geochemical processes impart overarching controls on Ra within soils and

aquifers. Alpha-recoil, the ejection of daughter radionuclides from soil and sedimen-

tary minerals into adjacent porewater, is a primary process sourcing Ra to ground-

water. Ongoing alpha recoil progressively elevates porewater Ra activities until hyd-

rologic flushing removes the equilibrating solution, or Ra achieves secular equilibrium

with its parent and daughter nuclides. Most aquifer systems contain low (e.g. U, Th,

<5 mg kg- 1 ) but adequate parent radionuclide and sufficiently favorable hydrological

conditions to facilitate delivery of measurable Ra to solution [78]. In a recent USGS

study, 3 % of groundwater samples (n=1270) within 7 of 15 principal US aquifers ex-

ceeded the USEPA limit for total Ra of 0.185 BqL 1 [152]. Further, high levels of Ra

are often present with deeper formations, particularly shales, where low groundwa-

ter flux yield potentially hazardous activities (0.102 Bq L- 1 to 343 Bq L- 1 ) [9]. These

naturally elevated Ra bearing formations are prevalent in some parts of the US (PA,

WY, TX) [100]. Anthropogenic activities, including uranium mining and hydraulic

fracturing, can redistribute Ra and other constituents of naturally occurring radio-

active materials (NORM), posing potential hazards to populations nearby affected

soils, surface waters, and aquifers.

Under environmental conditions, Ra is not redox active, and its solution specia-

tion is dominated by free Ra 2+(aq) across a wide range of chemical conditions (e.g.

pH and salinity). Weak complexes with carbonate, sulfate, and chloride are observed,

but these solution species are only important at extremely acidic or basic pH values

and when ligand activities exceed environmental relevance [71]. The Ra 2+ ion par-

ticipates in several geochemical reactions that constrain (or enhance) its solubility,

resulting in non-conservative transport in aquifers. Sorption is generally regarded as

the dominant process controlling Ra solubility in many soil and groundwater systems

[58, 65]. Alternatively, co-precipitation of Ra with Ba and Sr sulfates can rapidly

scavenge Ra from solution, but depends on elevated (-1 mM) levels of Ba, Sr, and

SO4 to proceed, and does not completely scavenge Ra from solution [184]. Con-

currently with these physical and chemical processes, the different Ra isotopes also
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are scavenged from solution by radioactive decay. While 2 2 6Ra and 228 Ra have long

enough half-lives to persist in groundwater aquifers, the fast decay rate of 2 23Ra and

2 2 4Ra generally result in minimal concentrations in natural waters.

Soil and sedimentary minerals known to sorb appreciable quantities of Ra include

metal (hydr)oxides and 2:1 clays with an exchangeable interlayer[14, 3, 2, 96, 142].

The work studying these minerals have resulted in Kd values for Ra sorption to diffe-

rent soil and aquifer materials in NaCl or NaClO 4 background solutions (Table A.3),

but are of limited use for deciphering the impact shifts in geochemical condition (ie.

pH, salinity, background cation concentrations), and typically do not address differen-

ces between minerals for a specific geochemical condition. It is also well established

that Ra solubility is enhanced with increased ionic strength, but there are only a few

studies that examine the impact of different, specific cations on Ra sorption to metal

oxide minerals [96, 142, 12, 155]. These studies have shown that multivalent ions

have a competitive effect on Ra sorption, even when at limited (~mM) concentrati-

ons, but there has not been a systematic accounting of each ion's impact, particularly

for common groundwater elements such as K and Mg. Additionally, the impact of

these cations on Ra sorption to clay minerals, which typically containing exchangea-

ble cations in inter-layer sites, has not been quantified. There is also a paucity of data

regarding Ra adsorption to redox-sensitive minerals found under suboxic or reducing

conditions. These solids, including metal sulfides such as pyrite, may be particu-

larly important within soil and aquifer systems derived from shale, and also within

marine sediments-including those which intercept submarine groundwater discharge

that carry naturally occurring Ra.

Improved knowledge of Ra sorption to common soil and sedimentary solids and

with different background solutions is required to decipher Ra mobility and predict

total activities within natural waters. This understanding can also aid in interpreting

Ra isotopic ratios used to trace sources of Ra and understand groundwater movement.

The objectives of this study were to therefore: 1) examine and compare low-activity

Ra adsorption to ferrihydrite, goethite, and Na-montmorillonite-minerals known or

inferred to control Ra transport over a range of solution conditions found in soils
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and aquifers-and pyrite, a mineral commonly found within reduced and anoxic soils

and sediments, 2) examine the impact of individual and mixtures of cations on Ra

sorption, and 3) use surface complexation modeling (SCM) as a quantitative means for

comparing the extent of Ra adsorption between different minerals and geochemical

conditions, and evaluate their accuracy for predicting Ra sorption under different

solution conditions.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Dissolved 22 6Ra stock in 3 % HCl was provided by the MIT Environmental, Health,

and Safety office and used for all experiments. A ferrihydrite slurry and goethite

powder were prepared using standard methods and added to the experiments [1451.

Powdered calcium montmorillonite STX-1b was ordered from The Clay Minerals So-

ciety (clays.org), re-equilibrated with sodium chloride to allow for closer comparisons

to previous studies of Ra sorption to Na-montmorillonites, and then cleaned of car-

bonates using standardized techniques [155]. Pyrite was ordered from Ward's Science

(www.wardsci.com), ground using mortar and pestle, passed through sieves to select

for 45 jim to 250 pm particles, and transferred to an anoxic glove bag (H 2: 2%, N 2:

98 %, 02: < 1 ppm). It was then washed in 6 N HCl overnight to dissolve any oxidized

coatings, rinsed with deoxygenated DI water three times to remove residual acid, and

dried anoxically at room temperature. The composition of pyrite, ferrihydrite and

goethite was confirmed using XRD, and surface area was measured for all minerals

using BET (table A.1). Further information regarding mineral preparation is found

in appendix A.

All experiments were conducted using serum vials (200 mL) filled with 100 mL of

background solution, 30 mg of a single mineral (except for the case of pyrite, where

40 mg was used), and 3 Bq to 320 Bq of 22 6Ra stock. Isotherms were performed at

pH 3.00 0.05, 5.00 0.05, 7.00 t 0.05 and 9.00 0.05 using 10 mM NaCl stock as

the background solution. The impact of different background cations on Ra adsorp-

tion to ferrihydrite, goethite, pyrite, and sodium montmorillonite was elucidated at
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pH 7.00 0.05 using 10 mM CaCl 2, MgCl 2 , KCl, SrCl 2, or a 10 meq/L ionic strength

artificial groundwater (AGW) (table A.2). The impact of increasing ionic strength

on Ra sorption to these minerals was examined with a pH 7.00 t 0.05, 100 meq/L ar-

tificial brackish water (ABW) and 800 meq/L artificial seawater (ASW) (table A.2).

Experiments using pyrite were performed in a sub-oxic (<1 ppm 02) glove bag, and

all solutions were purged with N 2 prior to placement in the anoxic chamber. For

all experiments, an auto-titrator was used to assist pH adjustment, and bottles were

sealed with a thick butyl stopper. Bottles were shaken for 24 hours to allow sufficient

time for sorption equilibrium [142, 3]. A kinetic study of Ra adsorption to mont-

morillonite confirmed 24 hours is sufficient to achieve equilibrium (appendix A). pH

was readjusted after equilibration if necessary; details on this process are in appendix

A. Acid (HCl) and base (NaOH) volume additions did not exceed 5 % of the original

solution-slurry volume. Once re-titration and re-equilibration were complete, samples

were filtered using 0.22 pm PES filters, which did not sorb significant quantities of Ra.

Experimental error was quantified by measuring the standard deviation of triplicates

for each data point.

2.2.1 Analytical techniques

Solutions of Ra were quantified using scintillation counting. Up to 10 mL of sample

were mixed with 10 mL of Ultima Gold XR (Perkin Elmer) and sealed for 30 days

to allow 22 6Ra to reach secular equilibrium with its daughter products [81]. The

equilibrated samples were then counted using a Beckman Coulter LS 6500 scintillation

counter, and the resulting counts were compared to a calibration curve of similarly

prepared 226Ra standards (see appendix A) to determine solution activities.

2.2.2 Surface complexation modeling

Ra interaction with mineral surfaces was modeled through mineral specific surface

complexation models implemented in PHREEQC [128]. The IPHREEQC COM mo-

dule was used in conjunction with a python script to easily enable multiple realizati-
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ons of the SCM for fitting [132]. The naturally low levels of Ra in the environment

combined with the significant radiotoxicity of Ra have hindered the development of

spectroscopically informed models of Ra-specific SCMs. Thus, in all cases, relatively

simple SCMs that have already been established in the literature are used, except for

pyrite, where fitting of any previously published models did not produce reasonable

fits [49, 8]. For the iron (hydr)oxides, a double diffuse layer model is used following

work following Dzombak and Morel's work [49, 109]. In the case of sodium mont-

morillonite, a non-electrostatic model using both protonated surface sites and cation

exchange sites following Bradbury and Baeyens' work was used, namely, the 2-site

protolysis non-electrostatic surface complexation model and cation exchange model

(2SPNE SC/CE) [8]. For clarity, when discussing SCM, we also mean to include

the 2SPNE SC/CE model, even though it contains both SCM and ion exchange. Ra

surface complexes were derived from group II cation SCM reactions published by pre-

vious studies, and then fit experimental data. These models were supplemented with

adsorption reactions for competing ions, whose constants were directly taken from

literature values or derived from linear free energy relationships posed in previous

studies [49, 109, 163, 157, 160, 30, 21, 22]. Model fits to data were achieved through

varying the thermodynamic constant for each Ra (ad)sorption reaction. Fitting was

performed on isotherm data and data from experiments testing the effects of com-

peting cations on Ra sorption; thermodynamic constants developed for each set of

experiments were then compared. Details for fitting SCMs, discussion of the choices

of SCMs, and the different pyrite SCMs tried are found in the appendix A.

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Sorption isotherms

All isotherms using 10 mM NaCl were linear in the range of activities considered (figure

A-1), and thus each were fitted to a line using a least squares method, whose slope

corresponds to the (mass normalized) Kd for that isotherm (figure 2-1a). Sorption to
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both iron (hydr)oxides show a strong dependence on pH, with ferrihydrite showing

greater sorption across all pH values compared to goethite, and the extent of sorption

increasing with increasing pH for both iron (hydr)oxides. Differences in the extent of

Ra sorption between goethite and ferrihydrite may be explained by disparate surface

areas, with ferrihydrite having nearly twice the surface area of goethite. Fitted Kd

values were normalized by the measured surface area to derive a Ka (figure 2-1b),

showing that at circumneutral pH, goethite and ferrihydrite have close Ksa values,

however, at more extreme values (pH = 3 and pH = 9) ferrihydrite demonstrates

an appreciably larger extent of sorption compared to goethite. Hence, differences

in surface area only partially explain the discrepancy in Ra sorption between these

minerals; differences in mineral (electro)chemical surface environment likely play an

important role. For example, the different Fe coordinations (tetrahedral and octa-

hedral) found in ferrihydrite could result in larger surface site affinity for Ra 2  as

compared to the single octahedral coordination environment of Fe atoms in goethite

[113, 36]. Two studies have reported isotherm data for Ra sorption to ferrihydrite

[142, 12]. The Kd found in our study is larger than found in those studies by at least

a factor of 2 (appendix A for values and comparison), but was also performed at

lower background ionic strength (here, 10 mM NaCl, others, 100 mM to 500 mM) and

higher mineral surface area (here, 382.9 m2 /g, others, ~250 m2 /g). Ksa values were

fairly close to those reported in other studies, with higher background solution ionic

strength matching with smaller Ksa, consistent with previously reported results that

increasing ionic strength decreased Ra sorption to iron (hydr)oxides [121.

Results for mass normalized (Kd) and surface area normalized (Ksa) sorption of Ra

onto sodium montmorillonite are plotted in figures 2-1a and 2-1b. With the exception

of ferrihydrite at pH 9, the total extent of sorption to montmorillonite is larger than

iron (hydr)oxides over all pH values regardless of normalization. Also, a comparatively

weaker pH dependence is observed for montmorillonite sorption. This result implies

that the dominant mechanism controlling montmorillonite sorption is not complexa-

tion with pH dependent surface (edge) functional groups, but rather exchange of Ra

with clay interlayer cations. Unlike with the iron (hydr)oxides, the Kd and Ksa values
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were larger by nearly an order of magnitude compared to previous studies, in spite

of similar background solution composition [2, 155]. Those used a high solid-solution

ratio (3000 mg solid/L to 50000 mg solid/L) but resulted in less sorption compared

to the sorption results found here, which used only a 300 mg L solid-solution ratio.

The CEC of the clay used here (84.4 meq/100 g, clay minerals society) falls within the

range of those other studies (76.4 meq/100 g to 120 meq/100 g), as does the surface

area (50.2m2 /g, table A.1 compared to 31.82 m2/g to 97.42m 2/g from clay minerals

society) [157]. Given the similar experimental conditions, one would expect that Kd

values would also be similar. This discrepancy may be explained by mineralogical

differences that are not readily captured by these common sorption parameters, as

this study and the previous studies each used a different type of montmorillonite

(here, STx-lb, Tamamura, SWy-2, Ames, SAz-1). For example, structural variation,

including the extent of isomorphic substitution, will drive differences in Ra affinity

for surface and interlayer sites [157].

Ra sorption to pyrite was low, but appreciable all pH values, and weak dependence

on pH (figure 2-1), with similar sorption to ferrihydrite at acidic pH values. Unex-

pectedly, surface area normalized sorption isotherms show that pyrite has the largest

sorption of all the minerals considered here (figure 2-1b). There is very little existing

data examining the sorption of Ra to any reduced iron solid. A previous study de-

monstrated that strontium (Sr), which possesses similar geochemical characteristics

as Ra, did not sorb extensively to pyrite [120]. In contrast, a variety of experimental

and spectroscopic techniques have been used to study redox active metal ions sorption

to the pyrite surface, which often includes redox reactions between the metal ion and

pyrite surface groups [120, 118, 95, 173, 121, 40]. The results of these studies imply

that redox active metal ions or trace quantities of dissolved oxygen in solutions with

Ra may alter the pyrite surface, consequentially diminishing or enhancing Ra sorption

depending on the iron (hydr)oxide phase formed. However, we find no evidence of

oxic pyrite alteration in our experiments, and use exceedingly low Ra concentrations

(0.06 nmol to 31 nmol per experiment) which preclude using analytical methods for

examining the coordination environment of adsorbed Ra. The difference in reported
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Figure 2-2: Impact of competing cations on Ra sorption at similar ionic strengths

(pH = 7)

Sr sorption and Ra sorption may instead by driven by natural pyrite impurities that

may impact Ra sorption affinity for the pyrite surface. Authigenic pyrite found in

natural shales and estuarine settings may show enhanced sorption, as they may have

larger effective surface area than the crushed pyrite used here.

2.3.2 Background cation controls on Ra sorption

Experiments using different background electrolytes, but with similar ionic strength,

initial concentration of Ra (60 Bq to 70 Bq total activity) and pH (7.0) illustrate nota-

ble deviations from Ra adsorption trends observed using NaCl (Figure 2-2). Sodium

montmorillonite shows large changes in Ra retention in the presence of different com-

peting cations. Notably, the use of the 10 mM ionic strength AGW altered trends

originally observed for Ra isotherms using a 10 mM NaCl background, with ferri-

hydrite having a larger sorption extent compared to the montmorillonite. This is

likely a result of background cation competition for interlayer exchange sites in the

clay, which are absent in the iron (hydr)oxides. Less Ra sorption was observed in the

presence of divalent cations compared to monovalent cations, as did heavier ions, with

Sr-bearing solutions resulting in minimal Ra sorption to all minerals. Ra sorption to
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pyrite showed little sensitivity to cation type. Overall, less adsorption of Ra to all

substrates is observed in experiments in which AGW is used as compared to a single

ion alone. This is the most drastic for sodium montmorillonite, where there is a clear

synergistic effect between the cations that results in less Ra sorption in the mixed

background solution than is observed for any single cation background solutions. The

presence of this synergistic effect is less clear for the iron minerals. Further study of

these potential synergistic impacts is necessary to predict sorption of Ra to minerals

within natural systems.

The impact of the different cations on Ra sorption also varied depending the mi-

neral. For example, goethite showed maximal Ra sorption with K + as the background

cation, yet the other minerals clearly showed maximal sorption with Na+ as the back-

ground. This defies the usual trend of heavier elements in the same group sorbing

more than the lighter elements due to the increase of atomic size and subsequent

increase in sorption site availability. Previous studies of Ra have also addressed the

role of competing background cations; a ratio of 1:1 Ca:Na in the background solu-

tion was shown to decrease Ra sorption to ferrihydrite by ~ 20 %, while even ratios

of 1:100 Ba:Na in the background were able to decrease sorption by 10 % or more

[1421. This is consistent with our artificial groundwater results for Ra sorption to

ferrihydrite, which had 1:10 ratio of Ca:Na (alongside other competing ions). These

results demonstrate that sorption data from experiments using background soluti-

ons dominated by a single monovalent cation such as sodium may overestimate the

extent of Ra sorption compared to natural solutions harboring a diversity of mono

and multi-valent cations, and shifts in groundwater ion composition (i.e. driven by

mixing of different source waters) could alter Ra sorption to aquifer materials. This

is particularly relevant for hydraulic fracturing systems where injected groundwaters

tend to have a different ionic composition compared to the natural formation brine.

Experiments to examine the influence of increasing ionic strength were also perfor-

med, using the same ratio of cations used in the AGW (table A.2), but with increasing

total ionic strength (figure 2-3). Specifically, "brackish" (100 meq/L) and "seawater"

(800 meq/L) ionic strengths were used (pH 7.0). As with experiments using different
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electrolyte compositions, the greatest decrease in Ra sorption occurred in treatments

using sodium montmorillonite; sorption decreased 80 % compared to 10 mM NaCl. In

contrast, high ionic strength solutions imparted less effect on Ra adsorption to iron

(hydr)oxides-Ra sorption to goethite and ferrihydrite in ASW only decreased 8 %

and 54 % compared to 10 mM NaCl, respectively. These results illustrate that clays

possessing an exchangeable interlayer harbor appreciable Ra under low ionic strength

conditions, but iron (hydr)oxides may control Ra sorption across shifting solution

conditions such as those found within intertidal zones, etc. Nevertheless, all minerals

experienced decreases in Ra sorption with increasing ionic strength, suggesting the

increased presence of competing cations will reduce Ra sorption overall, even at trace

levels. This is consistent with previous studies of Ra sorption in saline conditions,

which also found similar results for iron (hydr)oxides [2]. However, it is important to

note that some Ra is still retained by these surfaces even under high ionic strength

conditions, suggesting that soil-sedimentary solids may serve as persistent sources or

sinks of Ra despite large shifts in solution composition.
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2.3.3 Surface complexation modeling

For ferrihydrite and goethite, fits of isotherm data to the SCM (see table 1 for Ra

surface complexes considered and SI for the full set of reactions considered) produced

good visual fits. When these isotherm-derived log K values were used to simulate

experiments with different background cations, the fits were also reasonable (root

mean squared error (RMSE) of Ra fraction sorbed over all conditions: 0.31 and 0.16

for ferrihydrite and goethite respectively). Fitting iron (hydr)oxide Ra log K values

to the different background electrolyte experiments in aggregate resulted in improved

fits to the background cation data (RMSE: 0.16 and 0.10) (table 2.1), but produced

worse visual fits for the isotherm data. While the fits are reasonable to each data

set, the corresponding log K values for isotherm and background electrolyte derived

log Ks varied at least by 1 log unit, and often many more, suggesting the model fits

have only limited predictive power when extended to natural background solutions

and minerals.

Surface complexation modeling of Ra sorption to montmorillonite was achieved

through inclusion of an inter-layer exchange reaction, which was necessary to repro-

duce the high amount of Ra sorption observed at low pH values. Isotherm fitted log K

values and background cation fitted log K values had poor background cation RMSEs

and isotherm visual fits as compared to the iron (hydr)oxides (table 2.1). Importantly,

selectivity coefficients are only cautiously used to explain Ra interlayer exchange, as

they are specifically derived for trace levels of competing cation [109]. Used as is,

they will inaccurately predict competition between Ra and other competing cations,

because they do not account for changes in the activity of clay exchange sites as the

competing cation exchanges with Na in the clay inter-layers, explaining the poor fits

observed. Removal of these selectivity coefficients from this model however, resulted

in overprediction of Ra sorption compared to experimental results and worse fits,

since the models did not consider competitive exchange between Ra and the various

background cations considered. Nevertheless, the necessary inclusion of an exchange

reaction illustrates that Ra sorption to sodium montmorillonite is mechanistically dis-
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tinct from other solids (e.g. iron (hydr)oxides), resulting in differential Ra sorption

trends across solution conditions. 2:1 clay minerals may retain Ra under conditions

where other minerals act as poor sorbents (e.g. low pH), but Ra sorption to those

minerals is more prone to alteration when solution cation composition is varied.

2.4 Implications for Radium mobility in soils, sedi-

ments, and aquifers

Results of this study provide context for sorption controls on Ra mobility within

contaminated systems, and where Ra activities and isotopic ratios are used as hyd-

rologic tracers. For example, handling and storage of large volumes of Ra-bearing

wastewater produced during hydraulic fracturing operations pose a potential risk to

soils, surface waters, and aquifers; accordingly, the use of Ra isotopes as markers

for contamination associated with unconventional gas development has been exami-

ned, as the Ra isotopic ratios of the formation brines are typically different from

shallow groundwater [170, 99]. Further, sorption represents a dominant control on

Ra mobility within zones of subterranean groundwater discharge (SGD) from the

land to the ocean [65, 76, 66, 24]. Few studies have examined detailed mineralogi-

cal controls on sedimentary Ra sorption in SGD systems, but instead typically focus

on general characteristics associated with sediment-Ra Kd value (e.g. particle size

distribution, sand-silt-clay fraction) [65]. Accounting for specific mineral phases in

SGD and other systems, including those which are redox-sensitive, may help con-

strain sources of variation. Radium retention is typically highest within soils, aquifer

materials, and SGD sediments rich in Fe and Mn (hydr)oxides, such as those found

within a subsurface "iron curtain", found in Waquoit Bay, MA [66]; as expected,

our results mirror these observations, as goethite and ferrihydrite sorb appreciable

quantities of Ra around circumneutral pH (Figire 2-1). Additionally, liberation of

Ra to porewater is observed in SGD zones upon transition to reducing conditions,

presumably through reductive dissolution of Ra-bearing Fe (and Mn) (hydr)oxides,
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including ferrihydrite, goethite, lepidocrocite, and hematite [66, 29]. Reducing con-

ditions also favor the transformation of high-surface area metal (hydr)oxides, such as

ferrihydrite, to those with greater thermodynamic stability, lower surface area and

consequently, less sorptive capacity per unit mass [142, 73]. Sorbed elements, such as

U(VI), may be incorporated into secondary minerals during transformation however,

Sajih et. al. measured no appreciable incorporation of sorbed Ra within secondary

minerals during Fe(II) catalyzed conversion of ferrihydrite to goethite and magnetite

[142, 124]. Hence, ripening of amorphous iron (hydr)oxides will result in Ra release

to solution, supported here by less observed Ra sorption to goethite on a mass ba-

sis relative to ferrihyrite (Figure 2-la). Under sustained reducing conditions, metal

sulfides and other reduced or mixed-valence iron (hydr)oxides form within sediments

that are relevant to Ra contamination and SGD, such as mackinawite, pyrite, green

rust(s), and magnetite. Of these, we examined Ra sorption to pyrite and found it to

sorb most extensively compared to other minerals when normalized to surface area,

which is somewhat suprising based on numerous studies that report Ra release and

enhanced mobility under reducing conditions [66, 291. It is possible that sediments

from some SGD systems examined thus far do not contain appreciable quantities

of pyrite; for example, sediment mineralogy within the Waquoit bay SGD zone is

reported to consist of quartz sands, and various iron hydr(oxides) associated with

those sands (ferrihydrite, goethite, lepidocrocite, etc.), and the presence of pyrite is

speculated, but not conclusively reported. Moreover, the stock specimen of cubic

pyrite used here originates from a quarry in Peru, and likely differs compositionally

from authigenic framboidal pyrite found within sulfidic sediments. Nevertheless, this

unexpected result underscores the need for a better understanding of how Ra as-

sociates with minerals found under different redox conditions. For example, within

reducing sediments, green rust (layered mixed-valence ferrous-ferric hydroxides) form

and are capable of incorporating monovalent cations, and although less abundant

than Fe (hydr)oxides, Mn (hydr)oxides are also present within zones of SGD and sorb

Ra more extensively [34]. It is unknown whether Ra undergoes structural incorpo-

ration with these minerals, as observed for Cs+ association with sulfate green rust,
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or U(VI) incorporation into biogenic manganese oxides [1721. While redox controls

on mineralogical composition clearly impart important controls on Ra mobility, 2:1

clay minerals persist across a range of conditions, and harbor appreciable quantities

of Ra. Here, montmorillonite sorbed significant quantities of Ra, and may thereby

represent a pool of sorbed radium that is (relatively) redox stable compared to metal

(hydr)oxides. While not examined here, it is plausible that Ra associates with frayed

edge sites within partially weathered primary clays, such as those found in Waquoit

bay, similar to that observed for Cs+ sorption to micas within Hanford sediments

[182].

In addition to co-preciptation (i.e. with barite), sorption is also an important

process that controls Ra retention and release within host rock subjected to un-

conventional gas extraction. Aqueous Ra naturally accumulates within porewater

associated with tight shales, and is mobilized to the surface with flowback and pro-

duced water following the injection of engineered fluids and subsequent natural gas

recovery [94, 164, 141]. While the injected fluid typically does not include Ra, pro-

duced waters include a formation brine component that often contains appreciable

amounts of Ra (e.g. -0. 1 Bq L- to 100 Bq L 1 in the Marcellus shale), having had

long times to reach secular equilibrium with parent isotopes [141, 169]. Formation

brines are extremely saline, often more so than seawater, thus aqueous Ra concen-

trations are expected to reflect the balance of Ra production and consumption by

alpha recoil and radioactive decay. Accidental release, or permitted discharge of the

produced water introduces this deep formation generated Ra to shallow aquifers and

local watersheds, where the reduced ionic strength relative to the shale formation will

drive enhanced Ra retention by shallow aquifer solids and surficial soils. Injection of

engineered fluids could also enhance in-situ Ra sorption, perhaps transiently, owing

to localized decreases in salinity, and oxidation of reduced Fe(II) minerals (e.g. si-

derite) to those capable of retaining high levels of Ra, including iron (hydr)oxides.

Conversely, decreased sorption may occur through alteration of mineral surfaces such

as pyrite, which retains the highest levels of Ra amongst all minerals examined here

(Figure 2-1b); however, this is only true when comparing Ra sorption normalized
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to surface area, highlighting that mineral surface area is a critical factor governing

extent of Ra sorption. Indeed, while Ra may sorb to these mineral surfaces in either

scenario, the high ionic strength of natural shale formations would imply only a limi-

ted amount of Ra sorption overall. While it is unclear whether alteration of mineral

surfaces and geochemical conditions within shale formations will alter the in-situ mo-

bility of Ra, results here and presented by others suggest that salinity and redox

pertubations will impart pronounced effects. The perturbations in Ra brine content

induced by hydraulic fracturing operations will certainly influence the resultant Ra

content of produced waters, thereby impacting the associated risks with handling and

long term fate of those produced waters. Better understanding of these geochemical

impacts may allow operators to tune injected fluid chemistry to result in reduced Ra

concentrations in produced water, helping to mitigate those risks.

These scenarios and the results here highlight that further work is needed to con-

strain how Ra sorption will influence the natural variability of Ra in the environment,

as well as the mineral specific mechanisms that control Ra sorption. Here, the use of

relatively simple SCMs has constrained possible mechanisms of sorption, but further

study, including the role of competing cations on Ra sorption, is needed to improve

modeling efforts, particularly in addressing competition between Ra and other sor-

bing cations. Further investigation of Ra interactions with key sedimentary minerals

and mineral surfaces, including Mn (hydr)oxides, is also required to improve mecha-

nistic descriptions used in modeling efforts, particularly those used for describing Ra

transport within soil and sedimentary systems with fluctuating geochemical conditi-

ons driven by tidal activity, variable groundwater flow, and the industrial extraction

and processing of Ra-bearing groundwater generated from hydraulic fracturing.
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Chapter 3

Chromium reduction via a

semi-conducting hematite electrode:

implications for microbial cycling of

metals in natural soils

3.1 Introduction

The Fe (hydr)oxides are a well-studied group of highly abundant mineral phases that

are found in many natural soil systems. While all minerals in this group are predomi-

nantly Fe(III) coordinated with oxygen, the fundamental properties of these minerals

widely vary. For example, the BET surface area of Ferrihydrite, an amorphous Fe

(hydr)oxide is typically around 600 m2/g. In contrast, the surface area of hematite,

a crystalline Fe (hydr)oxide is only around 30 m2/g [38, 49, 109, 145]. These surface

areas will also vary widely depending on the conditions that form the mineral of in-

terest, with even single mineral phases having up to an order of magnitude in surface

area variation [145]. Another property that differentiates Fe (hydr)oxides from each

other is their thermodynamic stability. One example where this is important is in mi-

neral aging, where less stable minerals, such as Ferrihydrite, will slowly age into more
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stable ones, such as goethite or hematite [101. Another is in ease of chemical or biolo-

gical reduction: studies of Fe (hydr)oxide reduction have demonstrated that bacteria

can more readily and rapidly reduce ferrihydrite compared to hematite and goethite,

which was best explained by the differences in the different minerals' thermodynamic

stability [1, 191. Fe (hydr)oxide minerals also are somewhat unique among many se-

condary mineral phases in that they display a range of conductivities, ranging from

highly insulating (ferrihydrite) to semi-conducting (hematite) [64, 177]. The band gap

of hematite, for example, is such that it may be useful as a photocatalytic electrode to

split water [51, 135, 154]. These minerals display a wide range of intrinsic properties

that affect how they will interact with their surrounding environment, despite being

primarily Fe(III) in some coordination with oxygen.

One reason that Fe (hydr)oxides have been so thoroughly studied is that they

often impart partial or complete control over the cycling of many different nutrients

and contaminants in soils. One major mechanism is sorption of solution species to the

mineral surface. The literature is replete with studies examining the sorption of metals

and nutrients, including phosphate, radium, and chromium [3, 45, 49, 153]. Many of

the observed Fe (hydr)oxides will significantly sorb some amount of a given solution

species, though the amount will widely vary not only according to the surface area, but

also according to differences in the mineral itself, typically linked to the availability

of certain types of surface sites [6, 32, 49, 109]. Fe associated with these minerals

will also readily participate in redox reactions that are coupled with redox sensitive

metals, organic matter, or oxygen [23, 80, 93, 1491. The abundance of availability of

Fe for these reactions is linked to the thermodynamics of Fe reduction and oxidation.

Recent studies of redox reactions between Fe(II) and Fe (hydr)oxide minerals

have shown not only do these minerals participate in many naturally occurring redox

reactions, but also that the minerals themselves are dynamic. The addition of an

isotopically labeled Fe(II) to a solution containing hematite or goethite crystals with

natural Fe isotopic abundances showed that those minerals would eventually reach

an isotopic equilibrium with the labeled Fe(II) by incorporation of labeled Fe(II)

into the mineral, and release of unlabeled Fe(II) into solution [69, 72, 178]. Further
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investigation into morphological changes of the Fe solid during this cycling revealed

that Fe(II) would sorb to one surface of the mineral and then Fe(II) would be released

on another surface [61, 681. Natural semi-conductivity of Fe (hydr)oxides is the driver

for this phenomena, termed Fe(II) catalyzed recrystallization, as it allows for the

conduction of the electron donated by Fe(II) from the initial point of sorption to

another surface, where surface Fe is then reduced and released into solution. This

process has major implications for the natural cycling of other contaminants. While

Fe(II) has been the primary focus of these studies, other redox active solution species

may directly or indirectly participate in this dynamic Fe cycling. It suggests the

possibility that Fe reduction at an Fe (hydr)oxide mineral surface could result in the

reduction of sorbed metal or organic matter associated with a distinct surface.

One of the major drivers of Fe reduction in these minerals are metal reducing

bacteria. It is well established that Fe is a key electron acceptor in the anoxic me-

tabolism of dissimilatory metal reducing bacteria [5, 102, 105]. Fe(III) is sparingly

soluble, however, at the circumneutral pH conditions typically found in many soils

and sediments, which poses a challenge of access for metal reducing microbes. A va-

riety of mechanisms that allow microbes to access solid oxidized Fe (or other oxidized

minerals) have been studied, which include the use of microbial nanowires, release of

electron carriers, such as cytochrome-C, as well as direct contact with minerals by

surface colonization [52, 105, 112, 114, 134]. These methods allow metal reducing

bacteria to access electron acceptors at ranges as large as 10 im to 20 Jim, as well

as access nanopores that are too small for cells to enter [67, 114]. It's also clearly

established that many of these bacterial species can utilize an electrode as an elec-

tron acceptor, which has provided the basis for development of microbial fuel cells

[104, 115]. These cases clearly illustrate that metal reducing microbes only need an

electrical connection to a terminal electron acceptor for respiration to occur. For

the most part, however, Fe (hydr)oxides (or other mineral phases) are considered the

terminal electron acceptor for electrons produced by organic carbon respiration, and

do not consider the conduction mechanism revealed in studies of Fe(II) catalyzed

recrystallization.
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The combined implications of the semi-conductivity of Fe (hydr)oxides and mi-

crobial reduction of these minerals is that bacteria may form electrically conductive

networks, where electrons produced by microbial carbon respiration are conducted

through an Fe (hydr)oxide mineral to a point beyond the reach of the microbe. The

existence of such networks has already been posed in electrochemical studies of bacte-

rial electron carriers in the presence of hematite particles [87, 88, 119j. These studies

demonstrated that electrons could be donated to an electrode by conduction through

hematite, but did not provide direct evidence that microbes could reduce a separate

acceptor via a semi-conductive Fe (hydr)oxide. It is critical to distinguish whether

or not microbial reduction would either directly reduce surface species sorbed to a

Fe (hydr)oxide mineral surface, or if they would produce Fe(II), which would then

reduce the surface associated species. One way to separate these two mechanisms is

a chemical probe.

Chromium is an ideal candidate for such a probe, owing to both its chemistry

with Fe, as well as its relevance for contaminated soils and sediments. Cr(VI) is a

carcinogenic and highly soluble metal, and is often produced and released to soils

and groundwater through industrial activities, while Cr(III) is relatively insoluble

and has minimal toxicity [74, 75, 137]. Cr can be directly reduced by metal reducing

microbes to form Cr(OH) 3, but will also be reduced by Fe(II) to form mixed Fe/Cr

hydroxide solids, which are typically in the form CrixFex(OH) 3, where x is as large

as 0.75 [23, 57, 73, 137]. Indeed, Cr has already been used as a chemical probe

for Fe(II) activity during the redox cycling of goethite [159]. The different possible

solids that can form allow for experiments and analysis that can differentiate between

redox reactions in which Cr is directly reduced by conduction of donated electrons,

or indirectly by reactions with Fe(II) produced by donated electrons.

Based on the potential for bacterial metal reduction and conduction of electrons

through semi-conducting Fe (hydr)oxides, we hypothesize that the reduction of hema-

tite will result in reduction of a Cr chemical probe, even if the source of electrons to

hematite is physically separated from Cr. Hematite is chosen as an electrode material

owing to its ongoing use as an electrode material, and its extensive use in characte-
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rization of bacterial reduction mechanisms 151, 112, 135, 136, 177]. This hypothesis

is evaluated in two distinct ways: 1) abiotically, through the use of a potentiostat

that directly posies the potential of a hematite electrode with and without Cr, and 2)

through an electrochemical setup that physically separates the metal reducing bacte-

ria Shewanella Putrefaciens from a hematite electrode, but allows for electron transfer

from S. Putrefaciens directly to the hematite that is in contact with Cr.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Materials

Bulk specular hematite electrodes (Ward's Scientific, sample from Republic, MI) were

used in all experiments. These were made in house by first attaching a gold wire

(0.0041", 99.99 % purity) wound around a supporting plastic ribbon with a conductive

silver epoxy (MG Chemicals), with a tightly coiled region that would serve as the

connection for an alligator clip. Once the silver epoxy had cured, heat shrink tubing

was added to the supporting ribbon and non-conductive epoxy (Devcon 14310) were

added to insulate all parts of the electrode except for a single face (opposite the

silver epoxy) and a connection point that would remain outside of the experimental

chamber. The remaining exposed surface was polished to a flat surface by wet sanding

with increasing grits of sand paper, from 120 grit to 2000 grit. An example electrode

is shown in figure 3-1. Hematite sizes varied, but had roughly 1 cm x 2 cm in surface

area exposed to solution, and around 1 cm separation between solution surface and

the silver epoxy. Electrical attachments to the electrode were made by clamping an

alligator clip to the coil of gold wire at the top of the supporting ribbon. A thin

section hematite electrode was also used, which was a polished thin (1 mm) section of

the specular hematite that was mounted onto a glass slide with silver epoxy, prepared

by Spectrum Petrographics. All edges of the electrode had a bead of conductive

silver epoxy that could be used as an electrical connection. Three of these edges

were sealed with non-conductive epoxy, the remaining edge was used as the main
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a. Potentiostatic Set-up Dtat
Potentiostat

Specular Hematite Carbon Counter
Working Electrode Electrode

Basal salts
solution

Basal salts solution with Cation Exchange
Chromium Membrane

Ag/AgCI reference
electrode

b. Biotic Set-up

Specular Hematite Resistor
ElecrodeCarbon Electrode

Basal salts solutionBasal salts solution Cation Exchange with S. Putrefaciens
with Chromium Membrane and lactate

c. Experimental set-up

d. Electrode examples

Figure 3-1: Experimental setups and materials. a. Schematic of potentiostatic expe-
riments b. Schematic of biotic and control experiments c. Photograph of a potentio-
static setup in an anoxic glove bag. d. Photograph of the carbon (left) and hematite
(right) electrodes used in this work.

attachment point by an alligator clip.

A conductive carbon electrode was also used in experiments as a counter electrode

in potentiostatic experiments, and as a cathode for experiments using metal reducing

bacteria. These electrodes were made from 1 cm thick graphite plates (McMaster-

Carr), which were cut into 1 cm x 4 cm pieces. Gold wire and a supporting ribbon

were attached in a similar fashion as for the bulk hematite electrodes, though only

the silver epoxy patch was sealed with non-conductive epoxy. A bulk electrode was

used as opposed to a single wire to provide ample surface area for reaction. All elec-

trodes were cleaned prior to use in experiments, first by scrubbing with detergent

(Alconox), followed by brief rinsing in 2% HNO 3, a minimum of three rinses with

18 MQ deionized water, then ultrasonication in DI, and finally rinsing with acetone

and isopropanol. Hematite electrodes were re-polished using fresh 2000 grit sandpa-

per prior to ultrasonication to re-create the reactive surface. Carbon and hematite
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electrodes were then stored dry in clean aluminum foil until use in experiments.

Ag/AgCl reference electrodes were fabricated in house for use in potentiostatic

experiments, using 99.99% purity silver wire. This wire was coated with AgCl by

immersion in a saturated KCl, and exposure to 15 V potential, with a carbon counter

electrode for 10 min. The barrel of the electrode was a glass pipette, where the tip was

broken off cleanly and sealed with a small piece of molecular sieve (Malinckrodt, 3 A).

The filling solution for these reference electrodes was saturated KCl, and solutions

were kept in a saturated KCl solution until use. Reference electrodes were checked

against a master Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Microelectrodes, Inc.), and found to

be within 5 mV of the master.

Experimental chambers were custom printed using a Form 2 printer and clear resin

(Form Labs). After removal of support structures needed for printing and sanding of

the support attachment points, chambers were coated with a non-reactive two part

epoxy (EpoTek 301-2FL). Chambers featured a main filling port with a screw cap,

and two holes, all of which could accommodate a 20 mm wide butyl stopper. These

stoppers were modified to hold electrodes as required. The chamber was printed

in two halves, which sandwiched a rubber gasket and cation exchange membrane

(Membranes International, Inc.). The cation exchange membrane was a polymer

coated fabric which featured a sulfonic acid functional group, which only allowed for

migration of cations to balance charges transferred between the hematite and carbon

electrodes. Membranes were equilibrated with the relevant experimental solution

for at least 1 hour before use, and fresh membranes were used in each experiment.

Chamber halves were bolted together, and pre filled prior to any experiment to test

for a) leakage of solution across the membrane and b) leakage of solution out of

the experimental chamber. Only assembled chambers which passed both tests were

used. Note that excessive clamping force resulted in chamber breakage. After use,

these chambers were disassembled, detergent washed, rinsed with DI, and rinsed 3 %

HNO 3 for up to 5 minutes, and then rinsed with copious amounts of DI to prevent

experimental cross contamination.

All experimental solutions were made in 18 MQ water using ACS grade chemicals
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or better. Prior to use in experiments, all solutions were purged with N2 for a mini-

mum of one hour, and then transferred to an anoxic glove bag (CoyLabs, 2 % to 3 %

H 2, balance N 2 ) to remove dissolved oxygen. A background basal salts solution (BSS)

was made to simulate natural groundwater conditions [93]. Here, a 50 mM sodium

PIPES buffer concentration is used, as reductive dissolution of hematite would signifi-

cantly increase the pH otherwise. Experimental pHs were 7.1 0.1, and pH increases

as a result of hematite dissolution did not increase the pH beyond 7.5. Cr was added

to experiments through a 100 pL spike of a 50 mM potassium chromate stock, which

resulted in a 17 pM initial concentration in experiments. A few control experiments

used a 1 mL spike of the stock to reach an initial concentration of 170 JiM. Shewanella

Putrefaciens, strain CN-32 (ATCC), was grown up from 50 % glycerol stocks frozen

at -80 C in tryptic soy broth over a 16 hour period. Cultures were harvested in

the exponential growth phase by centrifugation and rinsing with BSS 3 times. On

the final rinse, anoxic BSS was used. All solutions used in biotic experiments were

autoclaved at 121 'C prior to use, and all experimental surfaces (electrodes, chamber

interiors, cation exchange membrane, etc.) were sterilized by either rinsing with 70 %

ethanol and drying in a biosafety cabinet, or by exposure to UV light for a minimum

of 60 seconds. Bacteria were provided with carbon donor as 10 mM lactate, and final

cell concentrations in experiments were roughly 1 x 10' cells/mL to 1 x 108 cells/mL.

3.2.2 Experimental Protocol

Schematics of the two experimental types, potentiostatic and biotic, are given in figure

3-1. All experiments were performed in an anoxic glove bag (Coy labs, 2 % to 3 % H 2,

balance N 2 ), and measured oxygen levels were always below 1 ppm. Potentiostatic

experiments were performed by using a DStat potentiostat run using a Python script,

which was used to poise hematite electrodes at -1000 mV vs. Ag/AgC1 [1321. Carbon

electrodes were used as the counter electrode, and these were separated from the

hematite working electrode and reference electrode by a cation exchange membrane.

Both bulk hematite electrodes and the thin section hematite electrode were used in

these types of experiments. Bulk electrode experiments were performed both with
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and without the addition of Cr, and a thin electrode experiment was performed

with Cr. Care was taken in the thin electrode experiment to ensure that the only

conductive surface in contact with the experimental solution was hematite. In biotic

experiments, a hematite electrode in the BSS with a Cr spike was separated from

a carbon electrode immersed in BSS with S. Putrefaciens, and the lactate carbon

donor. The two electrodes were connected by a 100 Q resistor, which allowed for

electron transfer between the two electrodes. There was no evidence of Cr migration

across the cation exchange membrane in any experiment. Control experiments were

also performed to evaluate alternate mechanisms for removing Cr from solution by

performing biotic experiments, but without inoculating the carbon electrode chamber

half with S. Putrefaciens.

Sampling of experimental systems involved collection aqueous samples, and in

the potentiostatic experiment with a thin electrode, collection of the electrode itself.

Aqueous samples were acidified within 12 hours after collection by the addition of 3

drops of 6 N HCl, and were stored in plastic falcon tubes. Samples collected from

biotic experiments were filtered through 0.2 prm PES syringe filters, which did not

appreciably sorb Fe or Cr. After the conclusion of the experiment using the thin

electrode, the chamber was carefully drained, disassembled in the anoxic glove bag,

and the thin electrode removed. The electrode was then gently rinsed with anoxic

BSS 3 times, and then allowed to dry under the anoxic atmosphere. Once dry, the

electrode was kept under anoxic atmosphere until just prior to surface analysis.

3.2.3 Sample characterization

Fe and Cr concentrations were measured in aqueous samples. Aqueous Cr concen-

trations in samples were measured by ICP-MS using a Sc or Ge internal standard,

and samples were diluted by 10 times with 2 % HNO 3 to reduce wear on the detector.

The choice of internal standard depended on which was most stable over a given run.

Triplicate samples were run on the ICP-MS, and sample concentrations did not vary

more than 10 %. A calibration curve was prepared by dilutions of a multi-element

standard (Perkin-Elmer), and ranged from 0.02 pM to 2.0 liM Cr. Fe(II) and total
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Fe were measured by the ferrozine method with concentration ranges from 18 11M to

180 liM Fe [150, 165]. The total solution in experimental chambers was tracked both

by measurements in changes of chamber mass, which was then used to calculate molar

amounts of Fe and Cr in the experimental chambers. In biotic experiments, changes

in total bacteria were tracked using optical density at 660 nm, as calibrated to cell

counts of S. Putrefaciens using a Guava flow cytometer.

Characterization of electron transfer between electrodes in experiments changed

depending on the experimental setup. In potentiostatic experiments, currents pro-

vided to the working electrode were directly reported by the potentiostat using the

built in measurement circuit [47]. For biotic experiments, a Keithley 2100 multime-

ter controlled by a Python script was used to measure and log voltages measured

across the connected resistor, which was then converted to current. Total amounts

of electron transfer were calculated by integrating measured current in time using a

trapezoidal method, as implemented in the NumPy package. Hematite resistivity was

measured by coating two sides of a piece of specular hematite with silver epoxy and

gold wire, connecting the hematite to a circuit containing a voltage generator and a

47kQ measurement resistor, and measuring the potential drop over the measurement

resistor as a function of applied voltage. This method was applied because hematite

is a well established n-type semi-conductor, which will have shifts in resistivity depen-

ding on the applied voltage. This is expected as increasing applied potentials result

in band bending that enhances conduction of electrons [112, 177]. Measurements of

the resistivity using a multimeter were also performed as a comparison.

The surface of the polished thin electrode was also characterized before and after

the potentiostatic experiment to study potential reactions and solids that are forming

at the electrode surface. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on

the unreacted and reacted thin electrodes using a Physical Electronics Versaprobe I

x-ray photoelectron spectrometer to determine shifts in the relative molar abundance

of different elements. Elemental peaks were fitted using Multipak software provided

with the spectrometer. An EOL-JXA-8200 Superprobe electron microprobe was used

to collect electron backscatter images and EDX spectra of the thin electrode surface.
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The electron beam current was 2.5 nA, and no coating of the electrode was necessary

to collect images.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Control experiment results

Experiments were performed to analyze potential sources of Cr removal from solu-

tion when no current was being provided to the hematite electrode. Two processes

were considered: sorption of Cr to chamber surfaces in the absence of an electrical

connection between a hematite and carbon electrode, and loss of Cr resulting from

background current that might develop. Sorption losses were tested in an experimen-

tal chamber set up for a biotic experiment, but no electrical connection between the

carbon and hematite electrodes was made. The results are plotted alongside the Cr

experimental results for potentiostatic and biotic experiments, figures 3-4 and 3-10.

There is no detectable decrease in Cr observed in these experiments.

Two control experiments were performed at an elevated Cr concentration (170 JiM

initial concentration) to examine sources of Cr removal beyond the intended metal re-

ducing bacteria or potentiostat. This higher concentration was chosen since it would

more readily show changes in Cr owing to mass action. Both experiments were per-

formed using a biotic setup, with the only difference being whether or not the carbon

and hematite electrodes were connected. Both results are given in figure 3-2. In the

experiment without electrical connection, a possible increase in Cr concentrations is

observed, though the final Cr amount matches what would be expected based on the

initial Cr loading. In the experiment with electrical connection, no current is obser-

ved between the carbon and hematite electrodes, and Cr concentrations appear to

have some small decrease. This, however, is within the 10 % uncertainty given by the

ICP-MS measurement, and is taken to mean no measurable change has occurred.
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Figure 3-2: Results of control experiments using high initial concentrations of Cr
(170 pM) without an electron source. a. Results of a control experiment where no
electrical connection was made between the hematite and carbon electrodes. An
increase of Cr is observed, and likely results from incomplete mixing of the chamber.
b. Experiment where an electrical connection was made between the electrodes.
While a decrease is found, it is within 10 % of the initial value, and may be a result
of measurement uncertainty.
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3.3.2 Hematite resistivity measurements

Results of the hematite resistivity as a function of applied voltage are given in figure

3-3 for a few different specular hematite samples that were similar in size to the pieces

converted to electrodes. This was calculated by first calculating the circuit current

and hematite potential drop by the voltage drop over the measurement resistor and

thereby the hematite sample resistance. This, with the sample dimensions were used

to estimate the hematite resistivity. The dimensions used to calculate the resisti-

vity assume an idealized rectangular prism geometry, which was reasonably accurate.

Sample areas did not vary more than 10 %, though the sample thickness did vary up

to 50 % in one sample. Resistivity of the hematite varied both by the voltage applied

to the measurement circuit, as well as according to the sample measured. In one

sample, the resistivity changed by nearly an order of magnitude in response to an

increasing applied voltage, while for another, very little change in resistivity was ob-

served. Hematite orientation in the circuit (both the nearest terminal of the voltage

source, and the sample orientation in the circuit) were changed and while some small

differences are observed, did not appear to have a significant impact on the resistivity

measured. The measured resistivity by a 2-point resistance measurement across the

samples was also a similar value to those produced by resistivity measurements with

around 0.5 V of applied voltage.

3.3.3 Potentiostatic experimental results

Time series changes in Fe, Cr, and electron transfer of potentiostatic experiments

with bulk hematite electrodes are shown in figure 3-4, with trends of Fe, Cr, and

electron transfer summarized in table 3.1. Note that Fe and Cr concentrations in

figure 3-4 are in electron equivalents, for easier comparison to the transferred electrons.

This is found, corresponding to the three electron reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III),

by multiplying the measured Cr amount by 3, and the one electron reduction of

Fe(III) to Fe(II), which requires no conversion. The experiment without Cr included

saw an order of magnitude larger Fe(II) released into solution when compared to
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Figure 3-3: Resistivity measurements of three different samples of specular hematite.
Significant variations occur, even when considering the orientation of the hematite
with respect to the voltage source. The observed behavior matches with the behavior
of semi-conductors, matching with previous reports of hematite semi-conductivity

[177, 136].
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Figure 3-4: Graphs showing trends of electron transfer, solution measured Cr, and
solution measured Fe in potentiostatic experiments. Total Cr is reported as the Pmol
of electrons that could be reduced for easier comparison to current. In all experiments,
the hematite electrode is poised to -1000 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.
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Electron Potentiostat Potentiostat Potentiostat s s
source Putrefaciens Put refaciens

electrode type Bulk Bulk Thin Bulk Bulk

Max. Fe(II)
Hematite Side 72 1 6 2 96 1 0 0

(Pmol)
Max. Fe(II)
Carbon Side 24 1 3 2 23 1 0 0

(ipmol)
Max. Total Fe
Hematite Side 79 1 7 2 95 1 0 0

(pimol)
Max. Total Fe
Carbon Side 24 1 2 2 22 1 0 0

(pmol)
Cr removed N\A 4.8 0.4 3.4 0.3 3.4 0.9 5.5 0.5

(pmol)
Electrons

transffered 1800 215 1300 10 11
(pimol)

curenr (A) 510 60 480 3 1

reductionratio 0.06 0.11 0.10 1.00 1.50

Table 3.1: Summary of experimental results. Reported uncertainties are propoga-
ted uncertainties of measurement 11561. Solution reduction ratio describes the ratio
describes the ratio of electron reduction equivalents to transferred electrons.

the experiment using Cr, as well as currents an order of magnitude larger. In this

experiment alone, where no Cr is used, a small, but measurable amount of Fe(III) was

observed by the differences in Fe(II) and total Fe in solution. Fe was also observed

in the chamber containing the carbon electrode in this experiment, indicating that

Fe had crossed the cation exchange membrane. When a Cr spike was included, all

measurable Cr was removed from solution. In both experiments, the current initially

had a large spike, followed by a slow decay to an approximately steady value (figure 3-

5). The average currents ranged from 60 pA to 510 pA, and total electrons transferred

correlated with the averaged current (table 3.1).

The changes in Fe, Cr, and electrons transferred in thin electrode experiments are

also shown in table 3.1 and figure 3-4, as with the bulk experiments. The amounts of

Fe(II) in solution match generally with that of the potentiostatic bulk electrode expe-

riment that did not include a Cr spike, as did the current and electrons transferred.
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a. Potentiostatic Currents

Bulk electrode, no Cr added
Bulk electrode, Cr added
Thin electrode, Cr added

20 40 60 80 100
Elapsed Time (h)

b. Biotic experiments

- Biotic experiment, A
Biotic experiment, B

K

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
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Figure 3-5: Plots of measured currents in both potentiostatic and biotic experiments.
Positive current indicates flow of electrons to the hematite electrode.
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Yet, as was observed in the bulk electrode experiment featuring Cr, all Cr was also

observed to be removed, and this occurred more rapidly than in the bulk electrode

experiment. Results of the electron microprobe imaging and energy dispersive x-ray

spectroscopy (EDS) are given in figures 3-6 and 3-7. Electron backscatter images

clearly show the presence of three solids in the unreacted hematite electrode, and

then one additional solid in the reacted electrode, as well as significant heterogeneity

in the solid distribution. The most abundant phase in the unreacted electrode con-

tained a majority of Fe, with the other phases containing a mixture of Fe, Si, and Al

(region a highlighted in figure 3-7). In the reacted electrode, the original observed

Fe bearing phase is found, but at much lower abundance. Instead, a different solid

was found that has significant topography (region b highlighted in figure 3-7). EDS

measurements of the phase show that it too was primarily Fe, but the spectrum differs

from that of the Fe phase in the unreacted electrode. Two other phases are observed

that contain Al and Si, indicated by regions c and d in figure 3-7, but no significant

changes are observed as a result of reaction.

XPS spectra were collected at a variety of points on both the reacted and unreacted

thin electrodes to determine elemental species at the electrode surface. Spectra for a

reacted electrode are presented in figure 3-8, with the point locations given in figure

3-9. Background subtraction and peak fitting for elements present using Multipak

software provided elemental abundance results, which are given in table:unreacted

and reacted for both an unreacted and reacted electrode, respectively. While this

does not provide quantitative measurements of total amounts of a given element,

elemental ratios can be used to discern shifts in the mineralogy of the sample. In the

unreacted sample, no Cr was present, however, in the reacted sample, Cr is detected,

with Fe/Cr ratios that varied from no Cr to around 2. An increase in the Fe/Si is also

observed from unreacted to the reacted electrode, and no significant change in Fe/O

ratios is observed. The fraction of Cr present was variable throughout the single

unreacted electrode, evidenced by Cr 2p spectra, where none of the characteristic

peaks are observed, while in some, the peaks are clearly seen.
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a. Unreacted electrode

I*Ms

b. Reacted electrode

Figure 3-6: Electron backscatter images. a. the unreacted thin electrode and b. the
thin electrode after reaction. White spots correspond to Fe majority solids, which
are transformed after reaction into "craggy" regions observed in the reacted electrode.
Some of these Fe majority regions, however, remain after reaction.
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Figure 3-7: EDS spectra of solids found in electrode imaging. Major elemental peaks

are identified in the spectra.
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Figure 3-8: XPS spectra collected from various points on the reacted electrode.
Spectra of the Fe 2p and Cr 2p (a. and b.) are shown to highlight variations in
the quantification of Fe and Cr. Spectra are presented after background subtraction.
Peaks for identified elements are identified in the spectra in c., where the full range
of collected energies are presented. Unreacted electrodes displayed no measurable Cr
2p peak.
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Figure 3-9: Locations of XPS spectra for both the reacted and unreacted electrodes.
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Point C N 0 Na Mg Al Si K Ca Mn Fe
Light 32.3 2.4 47.8 5.7 2.2 3.5 0.2 5.8
Dark 29.6 1.6 52.6 2.1 3.4 6.2 1.6 2.8

Dark-smooth 15.7 1.5 55.9 4.2 1.2 8.1 10.5 1.9 0.5 0.6
Point 5 13.7 1.6 59.0 2.1 3.0 5.1 12.6 0.8 0.5 2.0
Point 6 17.5 2.3 57.0 3.6 5.7 7.4 0.8 1.1 4.6
Point 7 17.5 1.8 58.1 1.6 7.5 9.0 0.8 0.7 3.0
Point 8 17.1 1.7 59.5 3.8 4.7 6.3 1.1 0.8 5.1
Point 9 20.9 3.1 55.6 5.8 2.4 4.0 0.9 0.2 7.1
Point 10 17.5 2.1 57.5 3.0 9.2 7.4 0.7 0.3 0.2 2.1
Point 11 26.8 3.1 51.6 3.5 2.8 3.9 0.2 0.3 0.3 7.5

White inclusion 49.0 2.3 37.0 1.8 2.3 4.4 3.2
Mean 31.0 2.0 50.2 3.9 2.1 2.8 4.9 0.9 0.5 0.9 4.3

Standard deviation 1.9 0.6 3.4 2.5 0.9 0.8 1.9 0.4 0.3 1.0 2.1

Table 3.2: Elemental abundances on the unreacted thin electrode determined by XPS.
Abundances are relative and determined by fitting peaks in observed spectra. Blank
values mean that no peak was fitted and the element was not detected.

3.3.4 Biotic experimental results

The results of biotic experimental results are given in figure 3-10, and a summary of

changes in Fe, Cr, and electrons transferred in table 3.1 alongside the potentiostatic

experimental results. As with the potentiostatic results, the Cr amounts are reported

as electron equivalents as previously discussed. In both experiments, Fe(II) and total

Fe were not observed in solution at all times. In one experiment, a complete loss of

Cr was observed, while in the other, some Cr persisted by the end of the experiment.

The rates of Cr removal however, are roughly the same, with similar decreases found

in the first 150 hours of the experiment. The total electrons transferred, as well as

the averaged current were at least an order of magnitude smaller than that of any

potentiostatic experiment. No change in bacterial amount was observed over the

course of the experiments.
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a. Electron Transfer

Biotic experiment, A
Biotic experiment, B

0 50 100 150 200
Elapsed Time (h)

250 300

4.

Biotic experiment, A
Biotic experiment, B
Control experiment

0 50 100 150 200
Elapsed Time (h)

250 300

Figure 3-10: Fe was not detected in these experiments. Cr amounts are also scaled to
electron equivalents (i.e. by multiplying the Cr amounts by 3). Cr removal rates are
similar for both biotic experiments. The gap in electron transferred data is related to
a data logging error; electrodes remained connected over the gap in data, and electron
transfer was allowed. The missing data is extrapolated linearly since total electrons
transferred is calculated by the trapezoidal method.
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Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Mean
Standard Deviation

C N 0 Si K Ca Cr Fe
33.8
34.1
33.0
41.4
41.6
38.1
38.9
41.1
39.5
41.1
42.8
40.7
39.2
36.2
41.5
39.4
39.0
39.1
37.9
40.3
39.8

0.3
1.7
1.5
1.4
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.4
1.4
1.9
1.6
1.8
0.8
2.1
1.1
2.1
2.1
1.7
2.0
2.2
1.0

49.6
51.4
53.4
46.9
45.5
48.5
47.8
46.2
48.5
47.6
45.0
47.5
47.5
49.7
46.6
48.1
47.4
48.8
49.2
47.1
48.1

4.3
0.8
0.9
1.4
2.9
1.3
1.1
1.8
0.8
1.7
1.2
1.5
2.3
0.7
1.5
0.6
1.6
0.9
2.2
0.8
1.7

2.6
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.7
0.3
0.6

0.8
0.2

0.1
0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1
0.2

0.1
0.3

0.9 7.6
0.3 10.9
0.3 10.6
2.6 6.0
2.2 5.1
2.4 7.5
1.1 8.5
2.8 5.2
3.2 6.3
0.8 6.3
2.4 6.5
1.7 6.5
1.9 7.8
0.8 10.2
1.6 7.3
0.6 8.5
1.1 8.0
0.5 8.6
0.7 7.4

9.0
0.9 7.8

39.0 1.7 48.1 1.5 0.6 0.1 1.4
2.7 0.5 1.9 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.9

Table 3.3: Elemental abundances on the reacted thin electrode determined by XPS. As
with the unreacted electrode, blank values indicate no peak was fitted. Cr abundances
varied, as can be seen in figure 3-8, but was definitively found in certain regions.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Processes impacting the experimental results revealed

by control experiments

The results of the control experiments are used to highlight any chemical or physical

reactions that may be impacting the results. In control experiments using a matching

concentration of Cr, no removal of Cr is observed (figure 3-2), thus it is reasonable to

state that Cr removal can only occur in these experimental systems if electrons are

provided to the hematite electrode. This means, therefore, that any observed Cr loss

in the experimental results is by reduction of Cr, as opposed to removal by sorption to
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unreacted electrodes. Sorption of Cr to a reacted electrode was not evaluated. Even if

sorption was occurring to the reacted electrode, Cr species would likely be reduced by

either Fe(II) generated from the electrode, or directly by donated electrons. The lack

of observed sorption matches with previous studies of Cr sorption to Fe (hydr)oxide

solids in general, where only plmol/m 2 amounts of Cr sorption were observed as well

[43, 83]. The mechanical polishing of the electrodes, as well as the relatively small

contact area, in combination with previously reported sorption rates, show that even

if sorption is occurring, it would have a minimal impact on the experimental results.

The results of the control experiments at higher Cr concentrations are less clear. In

a control experiment with no connection between the carbon and hematite electrodes,

an increase of Cr, up to 14 pmol, is observed, which is larger than uncertainty of

measurement. There is also significant variation in the Cr amount from time point

to time point, even when only separated by a few hours. There is no evidence of Cr

cross contamination between experiments. Because the Cr concentrations eventually

reach the initially provided Cr amount, it is reasonable to presume that the chamber

may not have been well mixed enough, with sampling removing parts of solution that

are low in Cr. This does not appear again in the other experiments, and so it is not

considered an issue. The results of the control experiment where the electrodes are

connected also show a potential 5 pmol decrease in total Cr, and no current between

the carbon and hematite electrodes. However, this 5 pmol is within 10 % of the initial

50 pmol Cr initially added, and thus it is difficult to positively claim that Cr is being

removed. It is well established that sorbate concentration plays an important role

in the total sorption of that sorbate to a given surface [32]. Assuming that the

decrease is detectable, and that Cr sorption to the chamber surface is linear, this

would imply a Kd of approximately 0.1. If this Kd is extrapolated to the lower total

Cr concentration used in the biotic experiments, that would result in a loss of 1.5 p1mol

in biotic experiments. This, while potentially significant, is outstripped by the total

Cr losses observed in the experiments and is unlikely given the uncertainties in the

initial measurements that inform this Kd. Thus, the control experiments indicate that

the main drivers of Cr removal from solution are the reduction processes induced by
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the potentiostat or metal reducing microbes.

3.4.2 Hematite variability and impacts on the experimental

results

The measurements of resistivity highlight the large amount of heterogeneity intrinsic

to the specular hematite here, which is linked to observed variations in the amount

of electrons transferred in each experiment. The measured resistivity of specular

hematite samples ranged from 500 Q m to nearly 11000 Q m, which falls within the

range of resistivities reported for natural hematite, which cover from 1 x 102 Q m

to 1 x 10' Q m for bulk hematite [178]. Another electrochemical study that used

natural hematite as an electrode, however, reported resistivities of only 0.5 Q m to

10 Q m [53, 112]. Surface analysis helps to explain these differences. The electron

backscatter images (figure 3-6) and EDS spectra (figure 3-7) of hematite used here

clearly show the presence of multiple solids, that would have very different resistivities.

XPS elemental abundance measurements also showed Fe/Si ratios of 0.8 0.7 and

Fe/Al ratios of 1.2 1.1 in unreacted samples, further reinforcing that a mixture of

solid phases exists in the samples (table 3.2). The heterogeneous distribution of these

solids would thereby create the observed variations in hematite sample resistivity.

In contrast, neither Si nor Al were reported in the hematite used in the previous

electrochemical study, suggesting that the hematite used, while containing some minor

impurities, would not have the large variations in resistivity observed here. Differences

in reported electrode currents can also be seen: here, experimental currents were only

2 pA for biotic experiments, and from 50 pA to 500 1iA in potentiostatic experiments,

while maximum currents of 10 pA were observed in the previous cylic voltammetry

studies. It is not immediately apparent why observed currents observed here were

larger, when the samples used in that work had significantly less resistivity measured.

The variation in resistivity observed in the specular hematite however, explains the

large variations in current transferred in potentiostatic experiments. The results

demonstrate that different samples used for a given hematite electrode will have a
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different resistivity. Since the set voltages are the same in potentiostatic experiments,

and the thermodynamics of microbial metal reduction will set the voltage of reduction

in biotic experiments, the only source of current variation should be this intrinsic

hematite variability.

The dependence of hematite resistivity on applied voltage would also impact the

amounts of current observed in the experiments here. As table 3.1 summarizes,

potentiostatic experiments, which poised the hematite electrodes at -1000 mV vs.

Ag/AgCl, had significantly larger currents compared to biotic experiments. Thermo-

dynamic calculations of S. Putrefaciens respiration of lactate give reduction potentials

as low as -600 mV vs Ag/AgCl [16]. The difference in the reduction potentials shows

that S. Putrefaciens used in these experiments would likely apply a lower voltage

to the hematite electrode, which would immediately result in a lower current, sim-

ply by virtue of an increased hematite resistance and the decreased applied voltage.

Figure 3-3 shows that depending on the hematite sample measured, that difference

could also result in an increase of hematite resistance by a factor 2, which would then

further decrease current that bacteria could generate. This resistivity increase mat-

ches with what would be expected for a semiconducting material, as smaller applied

negative potentials result in less charge accumulation in the conduction layer of the

semiconductor that in turns allows for less current 1112, 177].

Based on the reported resistivities (-25 kQ) of the hematite used, it is reasonable

to expect that significant potential drops may be occurring over hematite which may

affect the potential the electrode is poised at [47]. Using the measured current from

the working electrode and the typical resistance of the hematite electrodes, one could

estimate that during potentiostatic experiments, a potential drop of anywhere from

0.6 V to 8.5 V could occur, which would result either in the splitting of water by

the application of highly reducing voltages, which would introduce oxygen. No gas

evolution was observed in experimental chambers, nor is Fe(III) generated, except

for in one experiment, indicating that these large potential drops are not occurring.

As previously discussed, the hematite resistances varies significantly over the exposed

surface. What is likely happening then, is that there are very low resistance "chan-
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nels" over which electrons are being transferred, which results in a significantly lower

potential drop. This makes for an effective resistance much lower than that observed

by a bulk measurement, but also implies that redox reactions will only happen at

points of low resistance on the hematite surface. In the electron backscatter imaging,

some unreacted Fe solid is found, which supports this claim. Thus the natural va-

riations in hematite resistivity restrict the surfaces available for reduction of Cr and

Fe.

3.4.3 Trends of Cr reduction in experiments

All experiments that included Cr with the hematite electrode resulted in loss of Cr

from solution. As discussed in analyzing the control experiments, sorption and other

electron sources did not contribute to loss of Cr from solution, thus the only removal

mechanism is reduction by electrons provided by the potentiostat or metal reducing

microbes. It is not immediately clear from changes in aqueous chemistry whether

reduced Cr species remain associated with the hematite surface as a solid species,

or if the solids remain in solution. There was no visual evidence of the formation

of a precipitate in any experiment except for the thin electrode experiment, where

a brownish precipitate was observed on the surface. Similarly, Cr solids were not

detected in electron backscatter images and collected EDS spectra, owing to the small

amount of Cr used. A Cr peak is in the collected XPS spectra of the reacted thin

electrode however, indicating Cr surface association. Significant surface heterogeneity

in surface Cr distribution was also observed in the XPS measurements. There was

no Cr in some locations, while others had an Fe/Cr ratio as low as 1.9. Previous

studies of Cr reduction in the presence of Fe showed that Cr would typically form a

mixed Fe/Cr solid when exposed to Fe(II), with Fe/Cr ratios as high as 3 [73, 1591.

Multiple points (5 of 21) have Fe/Cr ratios within that range, thus it is very likely

that these mixed Fe/Cr solids have formed. Other locations have significantly more

Fe present that would be found in a mixed Fe/Cr solid, but that would not preclude

the formation of such solids. Cr is therefore being reduced by Fe(II) produced from

the surface of the hematite electrode, rather than by direct conduction of electrons
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through the hematite bulk.

3.4.4 Trends in solution Fe, and changes in hematite surface

chemistry

Only the potentiostatic experiments resulted in the release of Fe(II) into solution,

though the amount of Fe(II) produced varied, directly indicating that reductive dis-

solution of hematite was occurring in paralleI with reduction of Cr. Small increases

in pH (<0.5 units) were also observed in these experiments. Hematite reduction is

well known to consume acidity, which would explain the observed increase, despite

the presence of the 50 mM PIPES buffer [461. In the bulk electrode experiment, Fe(II)

was not observed in solution until the majority of Cr had been removed by reduction,

yet, in the thin electrode experiment, Fe and Cr were reduced simultaneously (figure

3-4). It is not immediately clear why concomitant Fe and Cr reduction were observed

in the thin electrode experiment, but not in the bulk. One possibility may be related

to the resistivity of the hematite, as previously discussed, which drove differences in

the delivered current. There was an order of magnitude more current provided to the

thin electrode compared to the bulk electrode, which may have produced significantly

more Fe than could react with the available Cr. This would lead to accumulation of

Fe in solution, even as Cr reduction occurred. Studies of the reduction of Cr(VI) by

Fe have previously suggested that formation of mixed Fe/Cr solids would result in

surface passivation of Fe [63, 1591. Surface passivation seems unlikely because Fe con-

tinues to be released into solution, long after Cr has been removed, and only 5 imol

Cr was initially added.

Analysis of the surface of thin electrodes showed significant morphological and

mineralogical changes are happening at the surface of the electrode hematite and Cr

reduction. In electron backscatter images (figure 3-6), the previously Fe dominant

solid (the bright color in figures 3-6 and 3-7) has been replaced with another Fe solid

(a dark grey), that also appears to have additional depth compared to the original.

Similarly, the EDS spectra of those solids, while being predominantly Fe, have dif-
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ferences, particularly in the other present elements (figure 3-7). These changes are

most likely wrought by reductive dissolution of the hematite at those specific locati-

ons, which results in the release of Fe(II). In previous work studying the reduction

of hematite, and other Fe (hydr)oxides, these kinds of morphological changes have

been observed, with reduction resulting in the formation of pits on the surface of Fe

(hydr)oxides [61, 178]. It's also possible that hematite reduction would result in the

formation of mixed oxidation state Fe solids, such as magnetite, but methods used

here cannot positively identify those solids [13].

In biotic experiments, there was no observed release of Fe(II) into solution, despite

evidence from potentiostatic experiments that hematite reduction would be occurring

during reduction of hematite. One possibility, given the significantly smaller average

current observed in biotic experiments, is that only a small amount of Fe(II) is being

produced, the rest being consumed by Cr reduction. This would be reasonable given

the order of magnitude smaller current observed in the biotic experiments. Another

possibility is that the Fe(II) does not get released into solution, and instead remains

associated with the hematite surface. Fe(II) sorption to Fe (oxy)hydroxides is well

documented and was also observed during cyclic oxidation and reduction of goethite

[691. In those experiments, reduced Fe(II) persisted even throughout oxic conditions

[158, 159]. This implies that Fe(II) would likely still be found at the surface of the

hematite electrodes.

3.4.5 Patterns of electron transfer

The amount of electrons that were transferred to the hematite electrode varied gre-

atly between experiments, as previously observed, but should be directly relatable

to either production of Fe(II) or removal of Cr from solution. Table 3.1 features a

column where the electrons needed to explain reduction of Cr and Fe are compared to

the total measured by integrating the total current in time. The calculation presumes

that reduction is driven solely by electrons provided by the bacteria/ potentiostat, no

alternate sources of electrons exist in the system, and that the Fe or Cr are the ter-

minal electron acceptor. Fe(III) is not considered, since in a majority of experiments,
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Fe(III) was not observed. The calculated electron balance can help evaluate what

reactions may be occurring that are not necessarily captured by changes in solution

constituents. Given that Cr was completely reduced in all experiments, the only other

reactions that could be happening would be hematite reduction that creates Fe(II)

associated with the surface of the electrodes. It is unlikely that electrons result in Fe

reduction in the electrode bulk, as it would result in significant charge accumulation

without a means to balance the excess negative charge.

In potentiostatic experiments there is an obvious discrepancy in this transfer ra-

tio: only 5% to 10% of the electrons provided to the electrode result in changes in

aqueous chemistry. This implies a majority of electrons transferred result in changes

of hematite at the hematite surface. The remaining excess electrons therefore must

result in dissolution of the hematite, as no other electron acceptors are available in

this system. If the excess electrons are assumed to result in hematite reduction, this

would result in a maximum hematite loss of 100 mg. The typical mass of the hema-

tite pieces used in these experiments was around 5 g, which represents only 2 % of the

electrode in this most extreme case. Given that this Fe(II) would remain associated

with the electrode surface, the loss of hematite is likely an upper bound. EDS spectra

of the reacted electrode material also suggest that some kind of alternate Fe mineral

could also be forming at the surface, therefore the excess electron transfer observed

results simply in hematite reduction but without solid loss. This is also reasonable

when considering the pH increases, where this hematite dissolution results in the pro-

duction of mM amounts of base [46]. The methods here preclude exact determination

of reduced hematite fate, whether it is sorption of Fe(II). to the electrode surface, or

the formation of mixed Fe precipitates. Previous work on hematite reduction suggest,

however, that both could occur [13, 18, 102J. This small ratio of electron transfer is

observed in potentiostatic experiments regardless of the total amount of electrons

transferred, which implies that differences in the hematite resistivity only impact the

total amount of reduction that occurs, and not necessarily the split between Fe(II)

released into solution and Fe(II) that remains localized at the hematite surface. The

resistance of the hematite therefore creates a control on reduction rates as expected,
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rather than the distribution of reduction products, which is instead controlled by par-

titioning by sorption and precipitation at the surface. This depends, of course, on the

heterogeneity of electrode resistance at the electrode surface, as previously discussed.

In biotic experiments, the opposite trend for electron ratio is observed (table 3.1).

In one experiment, all transferred electrons can be explained by Cr reduction, while

in another, there are missing electrons, with more Cr being reduced than should

be possible. Additionally, while Fe(II) was not measured in solution, the results of

potentiostatic experiments strongly indicate that Cr reduction is driven by Fe(II),

rather than direct conduction of electrons. Thus some Fe(II) should be associated

with the hematite surface in biotic experiments. A similar discrepancy has been

observed in studies of Cr reduction by naturally occurring Fe (hydr)oxides, where Cr

reduction was greater than the amount of Fe(II) added to the experimental system

[174]. In that work, Cr "autoreduction" by organic ligands present in the natural

mineral was suggested as an explanation. The rate limiting step of Cr(VI) reduction

to Cr(V) would be completed by the added Fe(II), and then subsequent reduction

of Cr(V) all the way to Cr(III) would be performed by oxygen radicals that had

been produced by the photoactive organic ligands associated with the Fe (hydr)oxide

[23, 144]. The system here, however, does not contain appreciable amounts of an

organic ligand which could provide additional electrons. Hematite, however, has been

studied extensively as a photocatalyst for use in splitting water, as its band gap is

sufficiently small that captured photons can excite electrons enough to drive reduction

[51, 90, 167]. In photocatalytic studies of doped hematite, anodic currents as high as

15 pA/cm 2 are observed, though it is worth noting that this rate was obtained using

a high purity hematite thin film with a dopant, and a 400 W Xe lamp that directly

illuminated the hematite. For the sample geometry here, this effect would give a

maximum possible current of 30 11A. Experiments were not performed with a specific

control for the lighting conditions and the hematite used here has many significant

solid impurities, which would decrease the generated photocurrent. Even if 1 % of this

maximum current is observed however, it would sufficiently explain this discrepancy.

The reason this is not necessarily observed in the potentiostatic experiments is simply
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because the magnitude of this photocurrent would be insignificant compared to the

current provided by the potentiostat. Similarly, this is likely not observed in the

control experiments, as autoreduction alone could not perform the initial reduction of

Cr(VI) to Cr(V). This photocurrent, while a potentially important source of electrons

in these biotic experiments, would not be important in most natural soils owing to a

lack of available sunlight to drive these reactions.

3.5 Conclusions and implications for environmental

processes

The results of the experiments here clearly demonstrate that when hematite is redu-

ced, there is a concomitant reduction Cr. This was observed both when a potentiostat

or the metal reducing bacteria, S. Putrefaciens were the primary source of electrons to

the hematite and occurred despite a physical separation of these electron sources from

Cr and the hematite surface. Hematite conductivity, localized to specific points of the

hematite surface, allowed for the conduction of provided electrons, which resulted in

the reduction of Fe and Cr. Cr and Fe remained associated with the hematite surface,

which likely resulted in the formation of mixed Fe/Cr solids. This indicates that Cr is

being indirectly reduced by Fe(II), rather than direct reduction electrons conducted

through the hematite bulk. Surface analyses, via electron backscatter imaging and

EDS spectra collection confirm this is the case, as evidenced by the transformation

of the predominant Fe solid at many locations. The observed behavior is a natural

extension of the hematite properties that allow for Fe(II) catalyzed recrystallization,

and has significant implications for the coupled cycling of Fe and other redox active

metals, contaminants, and nutrients.

While in the work here, only the reduction of Cr by Fe(II) was studied, the ther-

modynamic properties of Fe suggest that the mechanism observed here would almost

certainly act on the many solution species that form favorable redox couples with Fe.

For example, cycling of As and U, metals whose redox state exert control on their so-
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lubility, is known to be impacted by the cycling of Fe. The reactivity of Fe(II) with U

has been previously probed in many situations, and in some cases, bioreduction of U

could only proceed if Fe (hydr)oxides were also available for reduction [35, 124, 129].

The observed conduction of electrons through hematite in this work suggest that the

same process could drive U reduction, resulting in the reductive precipitation of U

solids. Arsenic behavior is the opposite of U: reduction of As results in the release

of As into solution, and the observed mechanism here provides a potential means

of As release in natural soils that experience significant redox cycling [4, 93]. Rese-

arch on electron transfer between bacterial communities have also suggested that Fe

(hydr)oxide minerals may serve as mediators for direct interspecies electron trans-

fer, allowing metal reducing microbes to donate electrons to methanogenic microbes,

thereby coupling Fe reduction to methane production, which also aligns with the phe-

nomenon observed here [140, 147]. Further studies that examine the coupled cycling

of these variation electron acceptors with hematite would be instructive in elucidating

how electron conduction through Fe (hydr)oxides can impact the cycling of other soils

components (e.g. carbon, contaminant metals).

Only two electron donors were used in this work, yet there are many naturally

occurring electron donors that could reduce hematite and other Fe (hydr)oxide mine-

rals in the environment. In some cases, these would be other metal reducing bacteria,

such as Geobacter Sulfurreducens or other Shewanaella Sp. [31, 105, 106]. Sulfide is

another potential reductant of Fe, as are certain moieties found on soil organic mat-

ter, and would expand the potential electron sources [26, 82, 130]. The bacteria used

here have clearly demonstrated ability to utilize an electrode as an electron accep-

tor, which has not necessarily been observed for these other bacterial species. It is

possible that not all potential sources of Fe reduction can utilize the conduction me-

chanism directly, though any Fe(II) production would result in this observed electron

conduction [61, 158]. The production of Fe(II) at one surface may be sufficient to

trigger Fe(II) cycling, careful experimental study should be applied to test the limits

of this mechanism, and where it may operate in natural environments.

In this study, the natural variability of hematite had a clear impact on the re-
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duction of both Fe and Cr. The studies here demonstrated that there are "hot spots"

at the surface of the hematite associated with natural variations in the resistivity

of the hematite, as well as variability the hematite resistivity from sample to sam-

ple. In natural environments, where much smaller hematite crystals would form and

accept electrons, it would be reasonable to expect that lower resistances would occur,

and higher possible currents could be observed, limited instead by the availability

of electron donor access to hematite. The converse may also hold, as there were Fe

containing regions in the hematite electrodes were no reaction had occurred. These

results also suggest that in natural environments using natural hematite crystals,

there may be specific areas that are preferred for bacterial colonization, thus natural

heterogeneities of hematite could inform the physical structure of bacterial commu-

nities in natural soils. There were also large variations in hematite resistivity as a

function of applied voltage. This implies that a variety of controls may inhibit the

presence of this conduction mechanism. Certain redox couples or metal reducing

bacteria, previously posed here, may not sufficiently poise hematite potential to allow

for conduction, limiting the prevalence of this type of coupled redox in natural soils.

Because the basis of the observed indirect electron transfer via hematite is one

of hematite semi-conductivity, it would be reasonable to presume that other semi-

conductive Fe (hydr)oxides may also demonstrate this observed behavior. A few ot-

her Fe (hydr)oxide minerals are also established as having natural semi-conductivity,

including goethite and magnetite [177]. Goethite is especially promising since studies

of Fe(II) catalyzed recrystallization have already demonstrated that this conduction

mechanism can operate in this mineral [72, 86]. Indeed this has already been sugge-

sted in studies of Mn release from a Mn doped goethite, posing that Fe(II) catalyzed

recrystallization was main driver for Mn release [98]. The presence of dopants within

these minerals will also play an important role, as they often augment the charge

carrying abilities of the pure phase semi-conducting material [53, 177]. The potential

for understanding the range of iron minerals that can mediate this electron transfer

process is critical to understanding the relevance of this mechanism in natural envi-

ronments. The formation of Fe (hydr)oxides is often indicative of redox transition
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zones, which will experience cycles of oxidation and reduction [1811. It may be possi-

ble that these Fe (hydr)oxide minerals can act to bridge redox gradients by creating

electrical connections that cross these gradients.

After performing cyclic voltammetry of suspended hematite particles in the pre-

sence of a metal reducing bacteria, researchers posed the formation of "bacteri-

ally active networks" that connect bacteria to electron acceptors by Fe (hydr)oxides

[88, 1191. The results of the biotic experiments here lend additional evidence that

these types of networks could form in natural environments. One factor to consider

is the presence of other solids that are mixed in with the Fe (hydr)oxides. Some con-

stituents, such as clay minerals, may inhibit the formation of these networks, while

others, particularly organic carbon, may serve to enhance them. Organic carbon is

of particular interest because it may serve as either an electron acceptor or donor,

depending on the available moieties, as well as because Fe (hydr)oxide minerals are

often co-located with organic matter [62, 174]. Work must be performed to under-

stand how the other soil components would influence the formation and dynamics of

these networks.

Another major factor to consider is size of the electrodes here compared to ones in

natural environments in order to determine natural scales over which this mechanism

would be important. In these experiments, bacteria were able to influence the solution

chemistry of a system via a cm sized piece of hematite, yet in natural environments,

the typical size of an Fe (hydr)oxide will be nm to pm, and the subsequent network

that may form would also be on a similar scale [37]. Metal reducing bacteria that

form these networks may therefore be able to have an impact on redox active solution

constituents that extend far beyond the reach of the specific mechanisms bacteria

use to directly access an electron acceptor, such as nanowires or redox shuttling

compounds [114, 146].

Some of the earliest electrochemical studies, looking at the use of sacrificial anodes

to prevent oxidation of metal ship components by seawater, established that electri-

cal contact was sufficient to couple redox reactions of different metals, in spite of a

physical separation of the redox active materials [41, 421. This work follows in the
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footsteps of that foundational work: the electrical connection formed between metal

reducing microbes and hematite allow for redox reactions to occur despite physical

separation of these microbes from the terminal electron acceptor. Fe (hydr)oxides

may very well act as "antenna" that allow a metal reducing bacteria to distribute

electrons produced from bacterial respiration to locations much farther than it can

access physically. Further work is needed not only to establish the limits of these

antennae, but to also find their prevalence in natural soil systems, as it may play a

central role in the cycling of Fe, organic C, and other redox active metals.
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Chapter 4

Development of a novel microfluidic

device to study metal geochemistry

in-situ using x-ray fluorescence

microprobe spectroscopy

4.1 Introduction

Processes and heterogeneities at scales as small as individual pores have been obser-

ved to impact geochemical transport of metals at larger scales, motivating research

to study the impact these processes have the transport of metals. Studies of the Ura-

nium contamination at the Hanford site, for example, demonstrated that uranium

had accumulated in microfractures of the natural soil materials, potentially acting as

a continuing source of uranium to the groundwater beyond predicted flushing times

[111]. At the Rifle, CO site, naturally reducing zones, which form under the confluence

of high water saturation, limited physical transport, and high organic carbon, slowly

leach U as oxygen oxidatively dissolves U(IV) solids [79]. Laboratory experiments

also demonstrated that anoxic zones can develop in soil aggregates, whose existence

in metal contaminated soils could create micro-zones of Cr retention or As release in
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a contaminated soil [108]. These studies highlight that understanding geochemical

processes at bulk scales necessitate experimental study of how those processes operate

at pore scales. Many of the highly sensitive analytical chemistry methods, however,

such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry or optical emission spectro-

metry cannot easily resolve spatial variations in chemistry, while spatially resolved

methods such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy require specialized preparations of

samples via sample polishing and other cleaning that is disruptive to natural geoche-

mistry and soil structure. There is a clear need for an experimental system that can

be used to resolve geochemical patterns at pore relevant scales with minimal sample

disruption.

Microfluidic devices are one tool that could fill this need. Typically, these are a 2D

pattern of channels that have been etched into a material or cast from a mold, sealed

with a transparent window material, and then filled with solutions of interest. These

devices are commonly used to study microbiological processes or multiphase flow, and

can be designed to replicate many different soil structures and minerology [126, 91,

168]. Indeed, etched silicon micromodels have already been used to study geochemical

processes including precipitation of calcium carbonate, the impact of natural pore

structures on hematite reduction kinetics, and uranyl phosphate precipitation [183,

179, 541. Others have used these devices to quantify how spatial limitations impact

microbial reduction of metals [1141. These devices are typically sealed with a 500 pm

glass slide through anodic bonding [39]. This imposes, however, a limitation in the

application of these devices for geochemical characterization as the glass attenuates

a majority of the signals that could be used to analyze the chemistry in the device.

In geochemically simple systems containing only a few well constrained reactions, it

is possible to use visual microscopy alone to study evolving patterns of something

such as the development of a precipitate. Utilization of these devices to study more

intricate geochemical systems, however, requires a method of characterization that

can directly resolve the changes in geochemistry at length scales relevant to the device

(pm-mm).

X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) microprobe spectroscopy is a well-established tool for
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studying the complex geochemistry of natural soil systems at micron scales that would

be amenable towards use with microfluidic devices. XRF microprobes can collect in-

formation on the distribution of elements via XRF mapping, and can also be used

to differentiate between certain oxidation states or ligands complexing a given ele-

ment through collection of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra

[139, 131, 59]. For example, a soil aggregate study used an XRF microprobe to track

and map Arsenic species distributions in artificial soil aggregates that featured a

steep redox gradient [108]. Multi-energy mapping, a hybrid method combining XRF

mapping and XANES, also allows for mapping of different species 1139, 110]. XRF

microprobe techniques have been applied to characterize the distributions of U in a

micromodel after microbial metal reduction [129]. The same study also reported Fe

distributions by XRF microprobe mapping, but only after sectioning the microfluidic

device, and could not track changes in Fe or U abundances or speciation as reduction

occurred. This was because the window material, as previously mentioned, signifi-

cantly attenuated x-ray signals such that only U could be analyzed without destroying

the device. Thus, until now, few microfluidic devices have been studied using XRF

microprobes, despite the broad range of capabilities that these analysis techniques

would provide in geochemical spatial analysis. Development of a device that can be

analyzed using XRF natively would enable a plethora of projects that can resolve the

impacts of geochemical phenomena at micron scales.

Arsenic geochemistry is well suited to proving the capabilities of an XRF capable

device. Arsenic is a high priority soil/ groundwater contaminant in a wide range of set-

tings, owing to its wide spread distribution. Exposure to Arsenic containing waters or

foods results in significantly elevated cancer risks, along with internal organ damage

[77]. In Southeast Asia, natural mineral formations release Arsenic due to hydrologic

pumping of groundwater, resulting in wide spread contamination of drinking water

sources [15, 122]. A variety of geochemical processes control As distribution and fate.

Reduced Arsenite sorbs significantly to Fe and Manganese (hydr)oxide phases, and

can form more recalcitrant As-S phases such as orpiment or realgar. In contrast,

oxidized arsenate sorbs less strongly to these mineral phases, and oxidation of arse-
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nite can cause release of arsenic in to groundwater [45, 55, 251. Injection of sulfide

has been considered as a means of attenuating As concentrations by formation of

orpiment and other As-S solids 1175]. However, this could cause transformation of

highly sorbing Fe (hydr)oxide minerals into less sorptive reduced iron minerals, or in

some cases, Fe sulfides, possibly causing the release of arsenic, rather than retention

if the sulfide concentrations are too low. The multifaceted interactions between Fe

minerals, arsenic phases/minerals, and sulfide make for an ideal system to test an

XRF capable microfluidic device, as it will require a variety of XRF techniques to

study changes in Arsenic and Fe speciation, as well as shifts in distribution as a result

of sulfide injection.

In this work we developed a microfluidic device that could be used to study com-

mon geochemical systems in-situ using XRF microprobe spectroscopic techniques.

The device features a 30 pm thick glass window which maintains geochemical simi-

larity to natural soils, while allowing for XRF spectroscopy using energies as low as

7keV. Two different device designs were used to illustrate the range of flow structu-

res that could be studied, and the geochemical system used is Fe-As-S. This system

was chosen because there are many well documented interactions between Fe, As,

and S. Reactions that were considered included: tracking the transformation of diffe-

rent Fe mineral phases, As sorption and precipitation with sulfide, and coupled redox

reactions between the three primary components.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Fabrication, sealing, and re-use of micromodels

Microfluidic devices were etched into silicon using established microfabrication techni-

ques at the Harvard Center for Nanoscale Systems [33, 129, 1141. Briefly, soft photo-

lithography is used to pattern a positive photoresist on a silicon wafer using a mask

printed on a laminate. Typically, multiple devices are patterned onto a single wafer

for efficiency of fabrication. The silicon wafer is then etched to 30 pm depth using
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an Inductively Couple Plasma Deep Reactive Ion Etch (ICP-DRIE). After this, in-

dividual devices are separated by breaking the wafer in between the devices, ports

are drilled with an ultrasonic drill (LUD200 LLC, Kingsley North), and then excess

residues from etching are cleaned with plasma ashing (200 W, 10 min). Cleaned de-

vices were then fired in a muffle furnace at 1000 C for at least 2 hours to form a thin

coating of thermal SiO 2 that would mimic the wettability and geochemistry of natural

earth materials, such as quartz. The smallest separation between features that was

achieved was 10 pm, however, it should be theoretically possible to achieve better

spatial resolution through the use of chrome plated glass masks, and optimization of

the lithography parameters [107].

Etched devices were sealed using a transfer adhesion process. A freshly mixed

two-part epoxy (Devcon 14310) was spread on a flat, clean surface (i.e. aluminium

foil), and then a clean layer of Kapton tape is carefully rolled over the uncured epoxy.

Note that the non-adhesive side of the tape is used. Excess epoxy on the tape is then

repeatedly rolled off on the clean surface until a thin layer remains on the Kapton. The

epoxy on the Kapton is then carefully rolled onto the silicon device, resulting in a thin

layer on the top of the microfluidic device, but not in the channels. This was confirmed

through visual inspection. A 30 pm thick glass from Schott (AF-32 Eco) was cut into

an appropriate size using a glass cutter, cleaned with acetone/ isopropanol, dried,

and carefully placed on the microfluidic device immediately after epoxy application.

Light pressure was applied by hand to ensure contact between the glass and epoxy.

In case of observed epoxy overfill into the microfluidic device or misalignment, the

device was soaked in acetone and the glass carefully removed, followed by rinsing of

all surfaces with isopropanol, and the coating process repeated. This could typically

recover both the device and the window material if done within an hour of epoxy

application. After the cure time for the epoxy passed (16 hours), the edges of the

glass were sealed with a fast curing UV glue, to prevent device leakage. IDEX Health

and Science nanoports (N-333) were then mounted to the drilled holes using the same

two-part epoxy used to attach the glass. Epoxy was added in-between the ports to

create a stabilizing layer on the back of the microfluidic device.
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In some cases, used micromodels could be recycled by removal of the thin glass

and Nanoports, followed by cleaning using an appropriate solution. First, a complete

device is disconnected from flow lines, and submerged in clean acetone for at least

3 hours. This process weakens the epoxy and UV glue sufficiently to release the

nanoport fittings and thin glass coverslip. A razor blade may be used to gently

pry the cover slip and nanoports from the weakened adhesive, if necessary, followed

with additional soaking in acetone for 3 hours to remove residual adhesive. If the

glass will not release after these steps, then the device is washed in acetone and

isopropanol (to remove any acetone-organic) residues, heated to 650 C in a muffle

furnace, and then immediately allowed to cool to room temperature while remaining in

the furnace. Any remaining glass is removed and the pore network cleaned, typically

by immersion in piranha solution (1 part H 202:3 parts concentrated H2SO 4 ) for 15

min. After all cleaning, the device is re-fired at 1000 'C to restore any removed SiO 2

coatings and to remove any remaining organic residues. Note that care must be taken

to ensure complete removal of the coverslips from the silicon devices before firing, as

prolonged heating at elevated temperatures (> 650 C) led to incomplete bonding of

any remaining glass directly to the silicon device.

4.2.2 Methods for running micromodels

Devices can be run either by injecting solutions into the inlet port(s) or connecting

device inlets to reservoirs of solution and using syringes connected to the outlet port(s)

to draw flow through the device (figure 4-1). Both were used to introduce solutions

into the devices. In both cases, precautions were taken to prevent the introduction of

air into the device. To this end, gas-tight glass syringes (Hamilton) was preferred over

plastic. The use of plastic syringes introduced air into devices as connections were not

gas tight and provided substantially more variation in pumping rate owing to plastic

deformation. In the case of injection, the desired solutions are pre-loaded into syringes

using the following method: The barrel of a filled syringe closed with a two-way valve

is withdrawn while closed to exsolve gasses, and then bubbles tapped to the inlet,

and the valve opened and excess gas expelled. This process was repeated multiple
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Figure 4-1: Top: Schematics of running microfluidic devices by a. injection and b.
withdrawal. Bottom: Schematic of the different designs used in this work. Left, the
diverging flow device, featuring a tight central pore space. Right, three different pore
spaces with matching porosity. The leftmost space is adjusted from the tight pore
space in the flow diverging device by adjusting the size of the interstitial posts. The
middle space is derived from the tight pore space in the diverging flow device by
randomizing the locations and morphology of the posts. The rightmost space is a
modified version of a CT scan of Berea sandstone [171.
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times until minimal gases exsolved. In order to switch solutions, the syringes had to

be swapped, which sometimes introduced air bubbles. While heating has been used

in other groups to reduce gas exsolvation, it was not as effective here, since the major

air sources were air trapped when re-connecting syringes. When running the devices

by withdrawal, vented serum bottles containing the desired solution were connected

to injection flow lines via a needle (figure 4-1). Switching solutions was simpler in this

case, as the needles prevented the introduction of additional air, and trapped air could

be tapped away from the needle inlet before it could be pulled into the flow lines. In

either method for running devices, low flow rates (< 500 11L h-1 ) were used, as excess

pressure during injection could break the coverslip, and excess negative pressure could

lead to gas exsolvation during withdrawal. In all cases, valves were connected in line

on all lines running to and from the devices. When making alterations to the flow

configuration while running the devices (i.e. swapping solutions, purging air in lines),

these switches were closed to isolate pressure changes caused by making and breaking

fluidic connections.

A major difficulty in running microfluidic devices was displacing air during initial

filling of the device, operating devices in a manner that prevented further introduction

of bubbles, and, in the worst cases, removing air bubbles remaining in the device. A

variety of methods were applied here with varying degrees of success. Prefilling with

isopropanol displaced air very well, as did pre-filling with freshly boiled DI water.

A risk with using isopropanol to pre-fill, however, is that it can weaken the epoxy

bonding the glass or the material used to seal the device. When isopropanol was

used to pre-fill, it was flushed with DI water or another non-solvent solution within

10 minutes of application. Flushing with solutions that had been boiled for at least 1

hour was also efficient at removing air bubbles even after initial filling. Some of the

device designs featured in this work had additional installed ports which were meant

to be used to flush air bubbles that had appeared in the device prior to the study

region. These were useful for removing air bubbles that had reached the device inlets,

but also introduced additional flows that obfuscated patterns of flow.
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Component Concentration (mM)
KCl 2.7

MgSO 4 .7 H 20 0.6
NaCl 7.9

NH 4 Cl 0.0002
CaCl 2 -H 20 0.4

NaHCO 3  3.7
NaPIPES 50

Wolfe's mineral solution (ATCC) 0.1 mL L

Table 4.1: Basal salts solution used in microfluidic experiments and adapated from
previous work [93].

4.2.3 Experimental solutions

All experimental solutions were made using ACS grade chemicals or better in 18 MQ

or higher water. Solutions sensitive to the presence of oxygen (i.e. Fe(II), S(-II),

etc.) were prepared in an anoxic glove bag (Coy Labs) with a 2 % to 3 % H 2, ba-

lance N2 atmosphere. Oxygen levels in the glove bag were always less than 1 ppm.

Solutions that needed transport to beamline facilities or other locations were kept in

smaller anoxic boxes which were sealed in the glove bag and opened only immedia-

tely before usage. For all experiments, a basal salts solution was used to represent a

typical groundwater system [931. The composition is listed in table 4.1. Microfluidic

devices were pre-loaded with an iron (hydr)oxide phase by mixing the BSS and a

solution containing 1 mM to 10 mM Fe(II). Higher Fe concentrations lead to faster

development of the Fe (hydr)oxide coating. Other solutions that were used included

a 250 pM NaAsO 2/250 liM Na3AsO 4/10 mM NaBr, and 1 mM Na2S/10 mM NaBr. Br-

was included as a flow tracer.

4.2.4 Device configurations and running parameters

Two different micromodel patterns were used in the experiments, the setups and key

details of the features are given in figure 4-1. In one, a regularly repeating post

structure (300 plm posts with 70 pm post separation) is in the device. In the center,

there is a tight pore space with has 190 pim posts in between the large posts, which
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Parameter Set value
Horizontal displacement 0.05 mm

Vertical displacement 0.2 mm
Horizontal scaling 120 %

Vertical scaling 75%
Rotation 900

Table 4.2: Randomization parameters for microfluidic device applied using Adobe
Illustrator (version 22.1). The distribution for values is even from none to the set
value, thus these set values indicate the maximal value of the parameter.

creates a tighter pore region that splits flow. This device featured 2 inlet ports, and

1 outlet port, which were run by injecting solutions. These devices were first seeded

with an Fe (hydr)oxide mineral, and then injected with the mixed As(III)/As(V)/Br(-

I) solution. In the other device pattern, 3 different pore regions with porosity of 0.33,

are between two parallel flow paths that connect 2 pairs of injection ports and outlet

ports (figure 4-1), and were run in withdrawal mode. The space nearest the inlet

has a repeating pattern of 300 pm posts with 190 pm posts between the larger posts

separated by 20 pm. The middle space was derived from the central pore space of the

flow diverging device by applying a randomization of each post, the parameters are

given in table 4.2, which allowed for porosity matching to the other regions. The space

closest to the outlet was derived from an image of a sandstone [171. These devices were

injected with Fe(II) and PIPES buffered BSS to precipitate Fe (hydr)oxides, then the

mixed As(III)/As(V)/Br(-I) solution in one channel, followed by flushing with BSS

before finally injecting a solution containing 1 mM S(-II)/10 mM Br(-I) in the same

channel as the As solution. During device filling, flow rates as high as 500 pL h- 1 for

each channel, while during data collection, 5 pL h- 1 to 50 pL h- 1 flow rates were used

in each channel. Solutions were flowed into devices until a steady state distribution of

the injected chemical was reached, which typically took a few hours, as indicated by

the Br tracer. In some cases, lines leading to the microfluidic device were pre-loaded

with the desired solution to reduce run times.
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4.2.5 Device characterization

Micromodels were imaged using brightfield microscopy on an inverted microscope

(Olympus) using a scientific camera (AmScope). Brightfield maps of a device were

taken using micromanager, then stitched using Microsoft Image Composite Editor

[50]. Chemical characterization was performed using the XRF microprobe at beam-

line 4-BM at NSLS-II. Both fluorescence mapping and spot XAS were performed on

devices. The <100> Si monochrometer was calibrated to 7111 eV using an iron foil

in transmission. This calibration was compared against a Cr foil at 6989 eV, and

found to be stable over the week of data collection. The As(V) edge was calibrated

to 11874eV using As sorbed to ferrihydrite. Microfluidic devices were characteri-

zed following reaction, with no flow induced, and while solutions were being flowed

through the device. Dwell times for mapping varied from 50 ms to 200 ms, and the

x-ray beam spot size was 5 pm to 9 pm x 5 pm. Spot sizes were changed depending

on the scan resolution used to prevent oversampling (5 pm to 45 pm steps). Scans

of the XANES region for Fe and As were taken using the following scheme: from

-100eV to -10eV around the edge (7111eV for Fe, 11867eV for As), steps were

taken every 5 eV; from -10 eV to 50 eV, steps were taken every 0.25 eV; finally, from

50 eV to 300 eV, steps were taken every 2eV. Dwell time for each step varied from

0.5 s to 2 s per step. Multiple XANES spectra were successively gathered for a given

point to improve data quality. These spectra were then aligned and averaged using

Athena [133]. Multiple energy mapping was also performed for As to examine spatial

patterns of As speciation [110, 1391. Maps for As were taken at 11869 eV, 11872eV,

11875 eV and 11880 eV [139]. Fitting of collected ME maps to produce images with

speciation was performed using SMAK [171].
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Figure 4-2: Background spectrum of the thin glass used to seal microfluidic devices.
Identified elemental peaks are labeled.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Background interferences in mapping

The 30 pm glass used to seal devices was found to contain appreciable amounts of ot-

her elements that may interfere with the analyses performed here. An XRF spectrum

up to 11 keV was collected on a clean glass sample that was not attached to a mi-

crofluidic device, given in 4-2. The contributing elements are marked directly in the

figure. There are major measured signals from fluorescence lines of Ba and Fe, which

would interfere with analyses of elements within 4 keV to 7.5 keV. In the case of Fe

analysis here, Fe solid concentrations were high enough to observe Fe solids beyond

this interference (figure 4-3). This interference did, however, prevent the application

of multi-energy mapping to Fe.

4.3.2 Elemental Mapping

Iron (hydr)oxide precipitates after injection of Fe(II) and PIPES buffered BSS were

first mapped using both brightfield microscopy and XRF microprobe mapping at 14
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Figure 4-3: Stitched brightfield images and Fe Ka fluorescence maps of two microf-
luidic devices. The dark red-brown precipitate seen in microscope images matches
with the Fe distribution shown the XRF maps.

keV, figure 4-3. In brightfield images, the red-brown Fe precipitate can be very clearly

seen alongside the silicon pore structure, with bands of Fe bending around the device

posts. These maps clearly match Fe Ka fluorescence maps, indicating the observed

precipitate is predominantly Fe. In flow diverging devices, brightfield images show

a heterogeneous distribution of Fe (hydr)oxides, which only partially penetrates into

the tighter pore space in the center of the device, which are confirmed by observations

of Fe fluorescence in similar locations. The precipitates are primarily downstream of

injected Fe(II), however, some can be clearly observed on the opposite side (down-

stream of injected PIPES buffer and BSS) in both brightfield and Fe fluorescence

images. Chunks of Fe can also be clearly observed, especially in finer maps (20 pm

step size or smaller), likely matching to small pieces Fe (hydr)oxide mineral. In pa-

rallel flow devices, Fe and BSS injections were swapped throughout the precipitation

process, resulting in Fe precipitation in all of the mapped pore regions. Maps clearly

demonstrate that while Fe precipitates have broadly reached all of the pore regions,

the distribution is highly heterogeneous over the device, featuring similar types of

"hot spots" as observed in the flow diverging devices.
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Bromide was used as a non-reactive tracer to track the mixing state of the different

device injections after Fe was precipitated. Br- distributions were determined by

measuring Br Ka fluorescence with an incident X-ray energy of 14 keV. For diverging

flow devices, Br- was injected with the mixed As solution only. In these maps, the

divergent nature of flow, brought on by the tight central pore space becomes apparent,

with Br- primarily remaining on the side of the device it was injected in. In contrast,

Br- tracer drawn into one channel of the parallel flow path devices clearly show that

the pore spaces are generally well mixed, with Br reaching all parts of the device

pore region (figure 4-4). In these cases, Br was injected with As, flushed with AGW

solution, and then again injected with sulfide. In between Br injection steps, maps of

Br shows that all Br is flushed.

Once excess Fe in solution was removed from both devices by flushing with BSS,

a mixed As solution containing 250 pM As(I) and 250 pM As(V) was introduced

into one side of the device. In all experiments, As was primarily co-located with Fe

(figure 4-4). In the case of the flow diverging device, As does not readily appear

in the side opposite of its injection, matching with the distribution indicated by the

Br~ tracer. In the case of the parallel flows device, As is co-located with Fe in all

of the pore regions. After filling parallel flow devices with As solution, the channel

containing As was flushed with BSS. Difference maps used to compare normalized As

fluorescence were produced by calculating the displacement of static features between

time points, aligning images based on those displacements, and then subtracting the

images. Changes between As filling, subsequent BSS flushing, and then filling with

1 mM sulfide are shown in figure 4-5. Changes in As counts between As filling and BSS

flushing show shifts in As distribution, and in some regions net loss of As. After sulfide

introduction, all regions show losses of As from all areas, with none of the previously

observed redistribution. A difference map of As change from initial injection of As to

injection S shows that a net loss of As occurs over the whole device.
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4.3.3 XAS analysis

XAS microprobe measurements around the As edge and Fe edge were taken in the

different experiments to examine the speciation of As and Fe at different points.

Example spectra with standards are shown in figures 4-6 and 4-7, with the location

they were taken in figure 4-8. Multiple spectra were taken to average out noise,

though in some cases, this was not possible for As, owing to beam damage which

manifested as a transformation of the As signal over successive XAS measurements.

An example of a shifting As spectra is given in figure 4-9. The specific As form that

has formed cannot be positively identified using the samples used here, nor do they

match with previously measured As spectra [116, 148]. This beam damage is not

expected to impact XRF mapping, as the dwell time for an individual point is very

short. These spectra were fit using a combination of standards, which were previously

measured [56, 93]. In the case of As, As(V), As(III), and As-S are easily and readily

discerned from XANES spectra, and the three standards would cover the potential

range of As species that would form. A summary of fitting results is in table 4.3.

In contrast, however, a large range of Fe minerals and species exist, with less easily

During Arsenic filling
Point As(III) As(V) RMSE As(III)/As(V) Ratio

1 0.44 0.56 0.03 0.77
2 0.42 0.58 0.02 0.73
3 0.41 0.59 0.02 0.69
4 0.41 0.59 0.02 0.68
5 0.48 0.52 0.02 0.93
6 0.41 0.59 0.02 0.69

During Sulfide Injection
Point As(III) As(V) RMSE As(III)/As(V) Ratio

1 0.27 0.73 0.03 0.37
6 0.33 0.67 0.03 0.50
8 0.37 0.63 0.03 0.60

Table 4.3: As XAS linear combination fitting results. No As-S standard was used, as
it was not found. The referenced points are given in figure 4-8. The referenced stage
the points were taken in is given in the point description.

discerned spectra [139]. For these fits, the representative minerals, lepidocrocite,
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pyrite, and green rust were used to represent Fe(III) species, Fe(II) species, and Fe-S

species [1101. A summary of the best fit results is provided in table 4-6. For both

tables, the referenced points are indicated in figure 4-8. In devices where no sulfide

Point Fe(III) Fe(II) Fe-S RMSE
36 0.82 0.18 0.00 0.002
38 0.73 0.23 0.03 0.004
41 0.50 0.43 0.07 0.004

Table 4.4: Fe XAS linear combination fitting results. Points were taken in another
parallel flow path device which was run prior to analysis.

has been injected, a mix of As(III)-As(V) exists, similar to the mixture injected, and

all Fe is observed to be Fe(III). For devices that have had sulfide injected, no As-S is

observed in XANES spectra, but in Fe XANES spectra, multiple locations have the

coexistence of Fe(III), Fe(II), and in some places Fe-S. There is also a notable shift

in the As-S ratios at the collected XAS points from the time As was being injected

to when sulfide was injected.

4.3.4 Multiple energy mapping

Results of multiple energy mapping are shown in figure 4-10. This common technique

in XRF mapping involves collecting multiple maps at different energies to glean spatial

variations in oxidation state or mineralogy [110]. This method relies on the shifts

in fluorescence spectra that occur for different oxidation states, and in some cases,

coordinating ions, for a given element. This is done by attributing the signals in

maps taken at a different x-ray energies to a few XAS standards for the species of

interest. Here, fitted XAS results were used to inform the standards used for ME

mapping. Since the fitted As XANES spectra only showed As(III) and As(V) in all

of our devices, only those two standards were used to generate ME maps. While

ME mapping using Fe standards was attempted, the background signal in the glass

interfered with fitting, and obfuscated the spatial patterns of Fe in the pore spaces

itself. This persisted even when subtraction of the glass background was performed.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Characteristics of flow in the microfluidic devices

Advective transport is often a major component of the transport of As, thus there was

a need to understand patterns of flow in the microfluidic devices. Br- was used as a

flow tracer here by injecting it in the different solution filling stages, and then flushing

it out. In devices that featured a flow diverging pore structure, XRF mapping of Br

distributions (figure 4-4) clearly illustrate that the presence of the central tighter

pore space results in a splitting of the flow. The use of this type of feature was

previously used in benchmark experiments to study porous media flow in microfluidic

devices [126]. In that work, tighter pore spaces were used to create a converging flow

path, while here, we have demonstrated the efficacy of a feature creating divergent

flow. In devices featuring parallel flow paths, results of Br tracer studies clearly show

that all pore regions are well mixed when fluorescence maps are taken, given that Br

penetrates all pore spaces at a relatively even concentration. The differences in these

two devices' flow patterns clearly highlight a range of possibilities for the types of flow

regimes that can be studied in microfluidic devices. Indeed, it may be reasonable to

even develop a series of devices featuring "dead-end" channels, which could then be

used to study diffusive processes, such as those which would mimic small fractures in

pores which can be repositories for metal contaminants or soil carbon 11111.

There is also the possibility in these devices that the formation of the Fe preci-

pitate could block flow. Indeed, this was leveraged in previous microfluidic studies

to effectively create a Fe precipitate wall in the micromodel that might mimic a ty-

pical redox transition zone [129]. In that work, XRF mapping at the Fe Ka edge

of a sectioned device clearly demonstrated that the precipitated Fe had completely

blocked the flow path. In the work here, Fe precipitates were formed using a similar

process, but no evidence of significant pore blockage was observed. Br maps, all of

which were taken after Fe precipitation had been completed, clearly show that mini-

mal blockage of pore spaces with Fe precipitates is observed, owing to the presence of

Br in the pore spaces. The reason for the difference most likely lies in the conditions
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for Fe injection, and subsequent distribution: in the referenced work, a 15 mM Fe(II)

solution is used, but the injection rate is given as roughly 180 1iL h- 1, and the mixing

of the Fe(II) and oxic solutions clearly creates a single line down the middle of the

device [129]. The experiments here, however, used a 10mM Fe(II) solution, and an

injection rate of only 100 pL h- 1, which would result in a markedly slower delivery of

Fe. The comparatively lower amount of available Fe in the devices may result in less

overall precipitate forming, leaving pore spaces unblocked. Additionally, the results

of Br tracer study also show that flow mixing in either device configuration used

here do not confirm to a single line mixing zone, thus the areas where Fe is meeting

oxygenated BSS is broader than in the referenced work. This would create a wider

distribution of Fe that would not block flow as the solid would not be concentrated

in a single area.

4.4.2 Arsenic and iron trends in microfluidic devices

In both devices used here, As conforms to the broad flow patterns previously dis-

cussed; in a flow diverging device, As remains on the side it is injected on, while in

the parallel flow device, As is found to be co-located with Fe in all spaces (figure

4-3). It is well established that both As(III) and As(V) will sorb extensively to Fe

(hydr)oxide minerals, so it is reasonable to observe this pattern of co-location with

Fe f45, 55, 175]. Further evidence that the As is sorbed to Fe (hydr)oxides appears

upon comparison of XRF maps taken during As injection against those taken during

flushing of the device with basal salts solution. While maps indicate some amount of

As redistribution, summation of loss and gain in the mapped areas do not indicate

a net loss of As during flushing with the basal salts solution. This further reinforces

that As is sorbing to the precipitated Fe (hydr)oxide solids.

Other works studying As sorption to iron (hydr)oxides demonstrated that As(V)

and As(III) sorb differentially to various Fe (hydr)oxide minerals, with As(III) sorbing

more extensively than As(V) to both ferrihydrite and goethite at circumneutral pH

[45, 93, 851. ME mapping results show a roughly equivalent distribution of As(III) and

As(V) after Arsenic injection and during flushing with the basal salts solution (figure
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4-10). However, the As XAS points taken suggest that there is marked variation in the

distribution of the two species after injection, with generally less As(III) vs. As(V),

opposite of previously reported trends predicted by sorption. The presence of flow

in these systems immediately make it difficult to draw direct comparisons between

the results here and previous studies of As, particularly since many studies of As

sorption have been conducted using batch reactors, and do not consider competitive

sorption between the two As species. Careful design of a device flow path may allow

the creation of a device that can clearly demonstrate differential sorption of the two

As species, but this work shows that the two species do not demonstrate differential

transport at scales considered here (-1 cm).

Injection of sulfide into the parallel flow device resulted in the net release of As, as

clearly indicated in the various difference maps in figure 4-5. The low concentrations

of both As and sulfide used would preclude the formation of As-S solid precipitates,

which is confirmed by XAS results, which did not show measurable As-S species and

does not necessarily explain the release of As from the Fe solids [93, 175]. XAS results

and the ME mapping generally indicate an increase in the ratio of As(V) to As(III),

though it is not immediately clear why As oxidation would be occurring, rather than

As reduction. However, changes in the Fe oxidation state were clearly observed. Fe

XAS linear combination fits of precipitated Fe solids prior to sulfide injection in all

devices showed only the presence of Fe(III), reflecting that all injected Fe(II) was

oxidized to Fe(III) during the Fe precipitation step. However, Fe XAS LCF after

sulfide injection show the presence of reduced Fe species, as well as potentially the

potential formation of Fe-S phases. It is well established that mixed Fe(III)-Fe(II)

and Fe(II) solids have less extensive sorption of As compared Fe(III) hydroxides,

which would explain why there is release of As when certain amounts of sulfide are

injected. Comparison of Fe maps also show that there is minimal change in the

total present Fe, suggesting that the reductions observed resulted in transformation

of the Fe solids present, rather than reductive release of Fe(II). Sorption studies of

As with reduced Fe minerals can explain why the amount of As(V) also increases, as

reduced Fe minerals, particularly, mackinawite, have been observed to retain As(V)
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more strongly than As(III) [1751. Thus, injection of sulfide resulted in a release of

As, which is directly tied to the reduction of Fe solids.

4.4.3 Implications for the future studies of microscale proces-

ses

The developed micromodels here have clearly met the promise of combining microf-

luidic device studies with detailed spatial analysis of geochemical trends using x-ray

fluorescence microprobe spectroscopy. Work done here illustrated that the full range

of microprobe techniques can be brought to bear on these devices for incident x-ray

energies as low as 7 keV, including the collection of XAS point scans, XRF mapping,

and multiple energy mapping. This development was primarily enabled by the thin

glass window material, though some limitations still exist, even with these devices.

Background spectra of the glass show a number of interfering elements, notably Fe

and Ba, which will produce fluorescence even when not present in the microfluidic

channel. In this work, the Fe interference prevented ME mapping, but XAS spectra

and general XRF mapping were not affected. A notable innovation in the attachment

method of the thin glass is that it is not material specific. Previous microfluidic device

studies using 500 pm thick glass slides sealed their devices by anodically bonding the

glass to silicon wafer, but this requires glass with high ion content that is necessary

for the bonding to occur [391. It should be relatively simple to select a window ma-

terial that is best amenable to the geochemical system being studied and attach it to

a device using the technique developed here. The use of a thin polycarbonate film,

for example, could enable studies without the presence of the interferences above,

and could be used at lower energies, potentially as low as 4000 eV, depending on the

thickness of the material.

In this study, silicon devices with a thin layer of thermal silicon oxide were selected

owing to their geochemical similarity to natural earth materials (i.e. quartz), however,

alternate device materials could be readily used, depending on the needs of a given

experiment. It is very common, for example, to use PDMS cast into a master mold,
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typically etched photoresist, for microfluidic devices using oxygen respiring bacteria,

as the PDMS allows for oxygen diffusion [60, 1011. These are also often preferred

owing to the significantly cheaper and easier fabrication compared to etched silicon

micromodels. A common method of sealing these devices is by plasma bonding the

PDMS to a glass surface, which should easily extend to the thin glass used here.

Alternatively, it would be possible to etch a quartz wafer and seal with the thin

glass to create completely transparent devices. Another possible innovation would

be the development of 3D structures that would more readily mimic the natural

structures found in porous media. Some work has already been performed in this

regard, where devices featuring multiple etch depths have been fabricated to study

multi-phase porous media flow [176]. Similar techniques can also be used to fabricate

a wider range of feature sizes, thereby capturing the large variations in pore sizes

that can be found in natural settings [180]. The flexibility of general microfluidic

device designs in combination with the flexible sealing method used here can provide

a broad range of potential devices that could be developed for analysis using XRF

microprobe techniques.

It is well established for many soil systems that processes acting at pore scales

can drive geochemical trends at larger scales. The use of the developed thin-glass

micromodels would provide an ideal system with which to study these processes. One

subject that would be particularly well suited for study would be the naturally redu-

cing zones (NRZs) that have been highlighted as controlling the long term persistence

of U at the Rifle, CO site [181]. One could design a device that could be loaded with

organic carbon in such a way that it creates the boundary mimicking such a zone,

and then used to study the release and retention of U as that zone is oxygenated and

then de-oxygenated. Lastly, while the work here has been primarily focused on the

use of these devices for investigating biogeochemical processes in soil, these devices

could prove useful toward to study of a variety of other microscale processes, where

mapping and characterization of elemental chemistry in a flow field is of interest.
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Figure 4-4: XRF maps of Fe, As, and Br distributions in the microfluidic devices. A
small region of the parallel flow device is shown on the left, while the flow inlet is
shown on the right.
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Figure 4-5: Arsenic difference maps in a parallel flow device. Top: Arsenic difference
maps for the region found in figure 4-4. Values are normalized to the incident beam
energy. The images show the change in As as the device is flushed with BSS, and
then again as the device is injected with sulfide. The bottom image shows the total
change over the whole device. Positive values indicate gain of As, while negative
values indicate a loss.
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Figure 4-6: Fe XANES spectra with the fitted Fe standards. All spectra were collected
after reaction with S, in a device that was analyzed after all injections were completed.
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Figure 4-7: As XANES points and the relevant standards. Numbers indicate the
point measured, while the codes indicate at what point in the injection sequence the
spectra were taken. As stands for during the As injection, while S indicates it was
taken during the S injection.
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Figure 4-8: Location of referenced XANES spectra points, accompanied by the re-
levant XRF map. a) Fe XANES points and b) As XANES points. Both XRF map
values are the relevant elemental counts, normalized to the incident beam energy.
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Figure 4-9: Evidence for the impact of the beam on As speciation after multiple
subsequent scans. The initial scans show a peak near 11874 eV, suggesting the pre-
dominant species is As(V), but the following scans have a peak around 11867eV,
which does not match any of the standards considered here.
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Figure 4-10: Multiple element mapping images of As taken for 3 different regions,
from initial injection of As, to flushing with BSS, and then injection of sulfide. A
shift in the As is observed from As(III) to As(V) in the images.
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Appendix A

Expanded methodology for studies

and surface complexation modeling of

Ra sorption

The text here is a reproduction of the supplemental information accompanying the

paper reproduced in chapter 2 [32]. As with the chapter text, the work is reproduced

here with minimal edits for consitency of wording and style.

A.1 Experimental methods

Ferrihydrite naturally exists as a hydrated mineral, thus it was important to pre-

pare and handle the mineral such that its hydration was preserved [113j. Here, a

ferrihydrite slurry was synthesized by adding 0.4 M NaOH to a 50 mM ferric chloride

hexahydrate solution, and then centrifuging and washing the resulting precipitate

three times with 18 MQ water, resulting in a thick paste of ferrihydrite. A small

volume (<100 mL) of DI water was added to create a slurry consistency. The iron

content of the prepared ferrhydrite slurry was determined through colorimetry (fer-

rozine method) and stirred slurry aliquots were added directly to the experiments to

achieve the desired mineral mass [150].

Goethite was prepared through slow air-oxidation of a 50 mM Fe(II) and 100 mM
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bicarbonate solution over two days, and then centrifuged and washed three times

with 18 MQ water. The resultant slurry was then oven dried at 70 C for two hours,

resulting in a mineral powder that was then gently ground with a mortar and pestle

to homogenize the sample. This dried sample was added directly to experimental

bottles.

There are well established methods for preparing natural clay mineral samples for

use in experimental work [92]. The STx-lb montmorillonite ordered from the Clay

Minerals Society was originally a calcium montmorillonite, but was converted to so-

dium montmorillonite for easier comparison to other studies. This was achieved by

first dispersing the clay with 1 M NaCl, then siphoning the suspended <0.2 Pm clay

fraction by successively centrifuging and suspending the clay eight times in DI water.

The suspension was flocculated with saturated NaCl, and excess solution removed

via centrifugation. The clay suspension was then treated with a 1 M sodium acetate

solution (pH 5) to remove residual carbonate minerals. The resulting Na-equilibrated

montomorillonite was then centrifuged and equilibrated with the experimental back-

ground solution (10mM NaCl), centrifuged again, dried at 70 C overnight, and then

gently powdered using mortar and pestle. This dried powder was added directly to

the experiments. Results of the kinetic experiments involving sodium montmoril-

lonite are shown in figure A-1, showing that over a 24 hour period, the water Ra

concentrations stabilize.

All prepared minerals' surface area was measured using a BET surface area ana-

lyzer (table A.1). Ferrihydrite was dried for this analysis, and pyrite was held anae-

robically until analysis.

Displacement of H+ from mineral surfaces can cause sorption experiments to drift

in pH over time, requiring some pH adjustment. Following the experimental period

(24 hours), pH was checked and re-titrated to the desired value if necessary; if the

pH deviated more than 0.1 pH units, the bottle was allowed to re-equilibrate for

15 minutes after titration, and the re-titration process repeated. This process was

sufficient to ensure the experimental pHs described.

The composition of the various background solutions used in sorption experiments
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Figure A-1: Ra sorption to Sodium Montmorillonite as a function of time.

are reported in table A.2. Artificial groundwater, brackish water, and seawater were

diluted from a 2x artificial seawater stock. The ratio of individual cations was not

selected to match a specific location, but rather to simulate common groundwater and

seawater cations in "typical" environmental ratios [7]. The cations selected for single

competing cation experiments reported in figure 2-2 of the main text were selected

based on the composition of the artificial waters. Only chloride salts of these cations

were used to make solutions to limit interference from different anions.

Control experiments without any mineral were also performed to examine Ra

sorption to the serum bottle surface. Some pH dependent sorption was observed,

but was limited in comparison to the minerals studied. Given the limited observed

sorption within controls, no corrections to data were made. Serum bottles and caps

were scrubbed in detergent solution, rinsed, soaked in 2 % HNO 3 for at least 1 hour,

rinsed 3 times with 18 MQ water, and then air dried before usage in experiments.

This procedure was sufficient to prevent Ra and mineral cross contamination across

experiments.
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Ferrihydrite 383 3 405 72 1.09 t 0.19
5 526 48 1.37 0.13
7 2420 210 6.33 0.55
9 302000 29 000 789 76

Goethite 146 3 2.77 7.86 0.019 0.054
5 400 42 2.73 0.29
7 679 52 4.64 0.36
9 12 400 700 84.8 4.8

Sodium 50.2 3 7740 860 154 17
Montmorillonite 5 20 000 2000 398 40

7 22600 300 451 6
9 25 400 1500 507 29

Pyrite 0.07 3 156 18 2280 260
5 400 29 5840 420
7 579 16 8450 230
9 574 29 8380 430

Table A.1: Mineral Surface Areas and Fitted Kd and Ksa values.

Experiment Na (mM) K (mM) Mg (mM) Ca (mM) Sr (mM) Cl (mM)
NaCI 10 10
KC 10 10

MgC 2  10 20
CaC1 2  10 20
SrCl2  10 20
AGW 5 2 0.5 0.5 0.0001 9
ABW 50 20 5 5 0.001 90
ASW 400 160 40 40 0.008 720

Table A.2: Major salt concentrations in the different background treatments.

A.2 Analytical methods

Background concentrations Ra were measured through scintillation counting (N

47) to develop a limit of blank of 1.4 counts per second (cps). From this, we developed

a blank derived minimum detection limit of 0.209 Bq, as defined by the EPA (EPA

821-R-16-006) [1621. A Canberra low energy germanium detector and multichan-

nel analyzer was calibrated using a multinuclide standard from Eckert and Ziegler

(www.ezag.com), and 2 26Ra activities for scintillation counting standards were deter-

mined using Canberra Genie software using the 186 keV peak.
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Figure A-2: Results of isotherm experiments with linear fits.

A.3 Comparison of sorption experimental results

Fitted Kd and Ksa values developed from isotherm experiments are reported in table

A.1, with the corresponding fits plotted for each mineral in figure A-2. Errors reported

for Kd values are the standard error of regression produced by the least squares

fitting function, linregress, from the python package SciPy, and Ksa the fitted Kd

normalized by mineral specific surface area. These values were also used for error

bar plots in the main text (figure 2-1). The pH and pH error are the average and

standard deviation of all data points used for a given regression.

Our results are compared with literature Kd values (Table A.3), which are mostly

derived from experimental isotherms. In some cases, a Kd value was not reported, thus

a Kd value was fit directly from the reported experimental data. The greatest number

of reported Kd values are found for the iron (hydr)oxides; however, there are signi-

ficant differences in the experimental conditions (solid-solution loading, background
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electrolyte composition, etc.). Notable similarities and differences are explained in

chapter 2.

Mineral Solid/Solution Background pH Kd Source
Ratio (mg L-') Solution (mL g-1)

Ferrihydrite 300 10 mM NaCl 7 2420 This study
300 10 mM NaCl 9 302000 This study

25000 Seawater 8.25 1535 [12]
10000 100mM NaClO 4  7 1440 [1421

Goethite 300 10 mM NaCI 3 2.77 This study
300 10 mM NaCI 5 400 This study
300 10 mM NaCl 7 679 This study
300 10 mM NaCi 9 12400 This study

25000 Seawater 8.25 20 112]
10000 100mM NaClO 4  7 50.6 1142]

500000 "pH 1 solution" 1 0.752 1125]
500000 "pH 10 solution" 10.1 544 [125]

Lepidocrocite 25000 Seawater 8.25 174 [121
Hematite 25000 Seawater 8.25 75 [12]
Sodium 300 10 mM NaCl 5 20000 This study

Montmorillonite 300 10 mM NaCI 7 22600 This study
3333 10mM NaCl 5.25 9700 [155]
50000 10mM NaCi 6.5 3724 121

Table A.3: Comparison of Literature Ra Sorption Experiments and Fitted Kd Values
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A.4 Surface complexation modeling

Experimental sorption data was fit by varying Ra sorption reaction constants [21,
1421. Surface area and site densities, while fittable parameters in the models, were

not varied, and were constrained with surface areas reported in table A.1 and site

densities previously determined in the literature (table A.4). For exchange sites used

montmorillonite modeling, the CEC value given by the The Clay Minerals Society

(clays.org) was used. Solution complexation behavior was accounted for using the SIT

database, which includes Ra carbonate, sulfate, chloride, and hydroxide complexes,

albeit these solution complexes had little impact over the experimental conditions

considered.

Reactions

Ferrihydrite

Protonation

=FhyOH + H+ -FhysOH2+

=FhyOH =FhysO- + H+

-FhywOH + H+ 2FhyOH2

-FhywOH =FhywO~ + H+

Radium

=FhysOH + Ra2+ =FhysOHRa2 +

=FhywOH + Ra2 +

=FhywORa+ + H+

=FhywOH + Ra2 + + H2 0

=FhywORaOH + 2H+

Competing Ions

-FhyOH + Ca2 + =FhyOHCa2 +

=FhywOH + Ca2+ -

=FhywOCa+ + H+

=FhywOH + Mg2 +

FhywOMg+ + H+

=FhyOH + Sr2 + - =FhyOHSr2 +

=FhywOH + Sr2 +

FhyOSr+ + H+

Sites

(mol g-1)

1.87 x 10-3

4.67 x 10-5

log K

Isotherm

7.92

-8.93

7.92

-8.93

6.7

-2.8

-15

4.97

-5.85

4.6

5.01

-6.58

log K

Salinity

7.92

-8.93

7.92

-8.93

Source

A

A

A

A

5.7 Fitting

-11.0

-9.4

4.97

-5.85

4.6

5.01

-6.58

Fitting

Fitting

A

A

A

A

A
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=Fhyw0H + Sr2 + + H 2 0 -

-Fhyw0SrOH + 2 H+

Goethite

Protonation

=GoeOH + H+ GoeOH2+

GoeOH GoeO- + H+

Radium

-GoeOH + Ra2 +

=GoeORa+ + H+

=GoeOH + Ra2+ - -GoeOHRa 2 +

Competing Ions

-GoeOH + Ca2+

=GoeOCa + H+

GoeOH + Ca2 + =GoeOHCa2 +

=GoeOH + Mg2+

=GoeOMg+ + H+

=GoeOH + Mg2 + =GoeOHMg2 +

=GoeOH + Sr2 +

GoeOSr+ + H+

=GoeOH + Sr2 + -GoeOHSr 2 +

=GoeOH + 2H+ +C3 -

=GoeOCOOH + H20

=GoeOH + H+ + CO32-

=GoeOCOO- + H20

Sodium Montmorillonite

Exchange

2 Clay-Na + Ra2+

=Clay2-Ra + 2Na+

2 =Clay-Na + Ca2 +

=Clay2-Ca + 2Na+

2 =Clay-Na + Mg 2 +

=Clay2 -Mg + 2 Na+

Surface Protonation

=ClayOH + H+ 2Cay5 0H+

-ClayOH - -ClayO- + H+

-17.6

4.87 x 10-4 6.93

-9.65

-3.9

3.5

-6.48

3.98

-3.02

5.24

-5.44

3.59

20.78

12.71

8.45 x 10-4

2 x 10-6

0.2

0.5

0.4

4.5

-7.9

-17.6

6.93

-9.65

-2.5

-6.6

-6.48

A

B

B

Fitting

Fitting

B

3.98 LFER, B

-3.02

5.24

-5.44

3.59

20.78

B

LFER, B

B

LFER, B

C

12.71

0.2

0.5

0.4

4.5

-7.9

C

Fitting,

D

E

F

G

G
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Clay,1OH + H+ =Clayw 1OH2+ 4 x 10- 5  4.5 4.5 G

-Clayw 1 OH - =Clayw 1 O- + H+ -7.9 -7.9 G

-Clay= 2 OH + HClayw 2OH 2+ 4 x 10 5  6.0 6.0 G

-Clayw 2 OH =Clayw 2O + H+ -10.5 -10.5 G

Radium

=ClaysOH + Ra2 +
0.0 -0.9 Fitting

=ClaysORa + H+

=Clayw1 OH + Ra2 -

-=ClaywiORa+ + H+ -2.1 -1.9 Fitting

Competing Ions

=ClayOH + Mg2 +

+g -2.4 -2.4 LFER, H
Clay,,OMg+ + H+

=Clayw1 OH + Mg2 +
-5.2 -5.2 LFER, H

=Clayw1 OMg + H+

ClayOH + Ca2 -
-3.4 -3.4 LFER, H

=ClayOCa+ + H+

=Clayw 1OH + Ca2 +
-5.2 -5.2 LFER, H

=Clay 1 OCa + H+

ClaysOH + Sr2 -
-3.9 -3.9 LFER, H

=ClaysOSr+ + H+

=ClaysOH + Sr2 + + H20 -16.7 -16.7 LFER, H

ClaysOSrOH + 2 H+

=Clayw1 OH + Sr2 +
-6.8 -6.8 LFER, H

Clayw 1OSr+ + H+

-Clayw,1H + Sr2 + + H2 0 -20.8 -20.8 LFER, H

=Clay,1OSrOH + 2 H+

LFER: Indicates constants were fit using a free energy relationship from the denoted source. A:

[49], B: [109], C: [163], D: Number of exchange sites from CEC reported by clay minerals society

for STx-lb Ca montmorillonite. Exchange reaction fitted to match low pH sorption (i.e., sorption

without surface site impacts)., E: [160], F: [30], G: [21], H: [22]

Table A.4: Surface complexation reactions and constants from data fitting

The surface complexes used to model Ra sorption and impact of competing ions

are reported in table A.4. Ra complexation constants were fitted to match sorption
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isotherm data or circumneutral, varied background cation data, and are also repor-

ted for both methods of fitting in table A.4. The resultant visual fits to the isotherm

data are shown in figures A-3, A-4, A-5, using the typical means of comparing the

isotherm pH vs. the fraction of Ra sorbed, and plotting both the SCM result and

the experimental data. For fitting the competiting cation data, another approach

was used, where data points are plotted by their experimental value, and the value

produced by the SCM (Figures A-6, A-7, A-8). To evalulate the whole fit, the RMSE

of the simulation results vs. the experimental data was calculated, and is reported

in chapter 2. As discussed in there, the log K values generated using either fitting

method were also evaluated using the complimentary method, as plotted in the sup-

plementary figures A-3 to A-8. Constants for the other surface complexes are drawn

from the literature, however many of the models used in the literature use alterna-

tive representations of the mineral surface (ie. CD-MUSIC, or extended triple layer

models), thus the constants are not readily applicable to the generalized two layer

models used here. Only constants fit using the same type of mineral specific model

and similar surface complexes were used to model background electrolyte competi-

tion. Carbonate surface complexes were only included in the SCM for goethite, as

the goethite synthesis method involves high concentrations of carbonate to buffer pH,

resulting in carbonate surface complexes that persist even after washing [145]. Some

cations used experimentally (e.g. Na+, K+) did not have published constants, but

clearly demonstrated differential amounts of sorption (Figures 2-2, A-6, A-7, A-8).

In these cases, no constants were fit or used, underscoring a potential limitation for

using these models for predicting Ra transport in natural systems.

We also considered a few other mineral-specific SCMs to attempt replication of

results reported in the main text. For the Fe (hydr)oxides, single site models featuring

tetradentate surface coordination have been used in both generalized double layer

models, and extended triple layer models to fit divalent cation sorption [142, 151, 271.

For montmorillonite, many models have been proposed, but no standardized SCM

has been adopted, some which follow the non-electrostatic method used here, others

using various means of representing the permanent negative charge of the clay surface
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[97, 161J. While in some cases use of these models improved fits to our data, the

lack of spectroscopic studies for Ra combined with the limited database of constants

for competing ions effectively precluded the use of these alternative models. The

non-standardization of these different SCMs and their calibration also impeded any

efforts to test their viability for predicting transport of Ra in the different geochemical

conditions tested here [48]. Thus, we elected to use relatively "simple" models that

are well established in the literature, and have a wider variety of available reaction

constants that can be used to model the effect of different competing cations. In the

case of pyrite, no model specific to an unoxidized surface was available, and testing a

few different reactions with free Ra did not produce satisfactory fits. A previous SCM

used to model Eu and Sr sorption to pyrite used both unoxidized and oxidized sites to

replicate experimental data, but that model did not fit here either [120]. Additionally,

since there is no experimental evidence of oxidation of the pyrite surface, a model

that included such types of sites would be inappropriate. That these simpler models

failed to provide meaningful prediction of the impact of different solution conditions

(chapter 2), and that no models were able to fit the pyrite experimental data found

here suggests that further detailed study of Ra sorption to mineral surfaces is needed

to constrain these SCMs. In particular, constants to explain the differences in Na and

K sorption, as well as better understanding of mineral specific Ra surface complexes

would improve these models' predictive capability.
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Ferrihydrite - Isotherm Fitted log K Values
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Figure A-3: generated from either fitting isotherm data or fitting competing cation
data. Experimental data plotted is from the isotherm experiments with 10 mM NaCl
background.
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Goethite - Isotherm Fitted log K Values
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Figure A-4: generated from either fitting isotherm data or fitting competing cation
data. Experimental data plotted is from the isotherm experiments with 10 mM NaCl
background.
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Sodium Montmorillonite - Isotherm Fitted log K Values
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Figure A-5: generated from either
data. Experimental data plotted is
background.
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fitting isotherm data or fitting competing cation
from the isotherm experiments with 10 mM NaCl
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Ferrihydrite - Isotherm Fitted log K Constants
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Figure A-6: The simulation results are compared against the relevant competing
cation expeirments.
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Goethite - Isotherm Fitted log K Constants
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Figure A-7: The simulation results are compared against the relevant competing
cation expeirments.
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Sodium Montmorillonite - Isotherm Fitted log K Constants
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Figure A-8: The simulation results are compared against the relevant competing
cation expeirments.
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